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Introduction 
 

Who this book is aimed at 
 

This e-book is designed for those who would like to know more about advancing and 

transferring their valuable secretarial and PA experience into becoming freelance, working for 

themselves, at home, and generally being flexible in their work – perhaps around another job, 

or building their new business to be a part- or full-time endeavour and for this new business 

to become their sole income.  

 

There are so many possibilities and it is entirely flexible.   

 
What’s inside? 

 
I set out carefully what you will need to consider first and foremost, working through typical 

hurdles and other important points before launching, right up to when you make contact with 

your first client!  Let the e-book guide you through and make the process of business start-up 

and application to transcription agencies simple and fearless!  

 

The book contains many great tips about how to get set up, what to expect from the 

transcription industry, and also has some applicable pointers for owners of any small business 

start-up – not just new Virtual PA/transcription service providers.    

 
Navigating the book 

 
I’ve made this guide easy to navigate – click on the desired heading in the Contents Page to 

immediately take you to that page, if viewing the PDF version.  The Contents Page has all the 

major headings, describing exactly what you need to know so you can find the information 

quickly.   

 

I’m sure this will soon become a great book for reference, and you will probably want to refer 

back to it again and again.   

 

If you are unsure about something, or have any queries, feel free to contact me via the secret 

Facebook Group: The Home-Based Typist, which you have been invited to join, or you can 

email me: therealhomebasedtypist@gmail.com   

 

About the Author 
 

After a secretarial and PA career spanning 15 years in medical and legal, I heard about 

transcription work on the radio one day.  My transcription journey started a decade ago and I 

haven't looked back.  I was able to phase out my part-time job and go full-time doing 

transcription at home – running my own business with my own clients, and later on down the 

mailto:therealhomebasedtypist@gmail.com
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line working with other freelancers to help me out with daily work when workload grew and 

grew as I gained more clients either by word of mouth or through my website and marketing.  

I had no previous business experience or training.  I simply needed the inspiration and a nudge 

in the right direction.  I hope this book does the same for you.    

 

The e-book is authentic and trustworthy, and contains a lot of hard-earned information and 

wisdom you simply won’t find elsewhere.  I’m time-served working for both agencies and my 

own clients.  I’ve built a strong team of typists who assist me in delivering work to clients and 

I’ve seen it all!  I’m best placed to provide you with all of the information you need to know.   
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PART ONE | TOOLS OF THE TRADE  
 

As you’d expect, there are a few pieces of equipment and software you will need to enable 

you to get started in your new career working from home.   

 
Transcription Software 

 

 NCH’s ‘Express Scribe’ transcription software (software only)  

 For The Record (software only)  

 ByteScribe WAV Player (software only)  

 Olympus transcription system (foot pedal and software combined package)  

 Philips transcription system (foot pedal and software combined package)  

 

The Olympus and Philips systems can be purchased online, or second-hand online via eBay, 

Amazon, etc.   

 

The NCH software is available from their website for an inexpensive price tag, however as it 

doesn’t come with the foot pedal you will need to purchase this separately (see below).   

 

For The Record is free and if price is an issue might be a good way to help get you started if 

you can only afford to purchase a few things to start off with.  You can download their 

transcription player here. 

 
Foot Pedal 

 

You can either purchase these from a retailer online or second-hand via eBay.  Some systems, 

such as the Philips or Olympus, come with the foot pedal and software, but are not 

interchangeable with external company's products, i.e. you cannot use the Philips foot pedal 

with the Express Scribe software.   

 

If using Express Scribe, and not the Olympus or Philips systems, I would recommend 

purchasing the Infinity foot pedal.  This is likely to be the cheapest method of the three 

recommended above, but is just as reliable and trustworthy – I’ve had my Infinity pedal for 

nearly a decade at the time of writing, and it’s still going strong!   

 

Anti-Virus Software 
 

As you may be carrying out confidential work, this is essential.  Always keep your AV running 

at all times and ensure it is up-to-date.  Time is money when you are running your business 

and downtime equals less money (plus having to send your laptop or PC off to a specialist to 

fix is going to eat into your profits!)   

 

 

https://www.fortherecord.com/products/ftr-player/
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Malware Protection 
 

I recommend Malwarebytes.  This is a paid-for, but inexpensive annual subscription service.  

Adding this extra layer can protect against pesky attacks which can slow down your system; 

again, time is money – no time for distractions!  

 
Headset 

 

This article is lengthy, but I feel it’s really important for you to get this right as it can mean the 

difference between a good experience and a very bad, potentially disastrous one.  So many 

people give up or are not considered for further work opportunities because they mishear the 

audio, and this can be largely due to a poor quality headset.   

 

Not all headsets are created equal! 
 

Here, we explore different types of headsets (aka headphones/earphones) that are best for 

transcription work. I’ll be using the word ‘headset’ throughout – by this, I mean it to refer to 

all hardware generally: headphones, earphones, ear buds, etc.   

 

A poor quality headset can make your transcribing work miserable and, at worst, affect your 

health.  A good headset can make all the difference to the time it takes you to complete a 

piece of work.  Everyone has different levels of hearing too, so it’s important to find a pair that 

works for your needs.  

 
Auditory Health 

 
One in six adults in the UK have some form of hearing loss. Get yourself along to a clinic and 

take a hearing test to see where your hearing is on the range. I’m not affiliated with any of the 

below organisations or companies and simply offer some popular recommendations below – 

please do your own research and I recommend you only use reputable and trustworthy 

companies.   

 

Free hearing tests are currently offered in the UK by Specsavers and Boots.  

 

In the United States, you may be able to book a free hearing test or free online hearing test at 

Beltone or Miracle-Ear Hearing Center, both of which have locations all across the USA.   

 

In Canada, you can book a free hearing test here: https://www.hearinglife.ca/book-a-

consultation.   

 

The Australian Government Hearing Services Program gives eligible people access to a range 

of high-quality subsidised hearing services.  You can check your eligibility for this by visiting 

www.hearingservices.gov.au. Some clinics also offer free 15-minute hearing tests. 

 

https://www.hearinglife.ca/book-a-consultation
https://www.hearinglife.ca/book-a-consultation
http://www.hearingservices.gov.au/
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Your hearing might be a contributing factor in any problems you are experiencing while 

listening to the audio. If this is the case, you may be able to discuss with the audiologist 

solutions to help improve your hearing. They may be able to provide some further information 

to enable you to determine what type of headset you need. There is also the option to adjust 

the settings on your transcription software to suit your hearing requirements. I’m not an expert 

in this regard and so I’d highly recommend that it’s worth getting expert advice from the 

audiologist.  

 

I talk below about how it’s not advisable to use in-ear or stethoscope-style headsets, and due 

to the potential damaging effects and hygiene issues, I would urge that if you are using this 

type of headset to replace it as soon as you can for your continued transcription work. 

 
Connection Types 

 

In terms of connection, you can either choose from: 1) cabled with a jack, or cabled with a USB 

connector; or 2) cable-free (wireless) with a USB charger, and some wireless options come with 

an optional cable.  

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Wireless is all very well if you have a separate jack cable that you can use 

if the battery runs out, but you may have to keep an eye on the battery level and ensure they 

are always charged ready for use.  You might want to have a backup set or separate cable in 

case you run out of power, rather than having to wait for them to charge up, as this could 

mean that you are putting yourself under pressure to get things done in time for your potential 

work deadlines.   

 
Basic Types of Headset Suitable for Transcription 

 

There are a few different types, but I’ll mention over the page only the ones you might come 

across when looking for ones suitable for transcription work.   

 

 
Photo by wu yi on Unsplash 

 

This simply means the back is closed off with a plastic casing and so that no sound can escape. 

(See below per ‘over ear’ example, or search ‘open back’ online for a comparison.)  

  

https://unsplash.com/photos/HXNUGY6KnLY?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/search/photos/headphones?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
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Open Back  

 

So far, I haven’t seen any open back headphones recommended for transcription work, but I 

wouldn’t rule them out as they seem to be good for sound recording to pick out detail and in 

this respect may also be suitable for transcription work if they work over the midrange (the 

range at which speech is clearest).  However, a point to note in this regard about sound leaking 

and confidentiality would be, don’t wear them in a public space or when others are around. 

(But you shouldn’t be transcribing out in public anyway so that kind of goes without saying!)   

 

 
Photo by Sean Do on Unsplash 

 

These have large pads that engulf the entire ear. They can be a bit more tiring to wear over 

longer periods, as they are slightly heavier and bulkier. But in terms of blocking outside noise 

they are excellent due to the size of the ear pads.   

 

 
Photo by Element5 Digital on Unsplash 

 

These are smaller than over ear types and the cushions rest on the ears, on the whole ear, but 

do not engulf the ear, like the over ear types do.  

 

 
Photo by Lee Campbell on Unsplash 

 

An even smaller version of the above supra aural, these rest in the inner bowl of your ears. 

Often foldable, they are easy to store.  

https://unsplash.com/photos/Z09mEQdm3u4?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/search/photos/headphones?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/photos/OBbliBNuJlk?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/search/photos/headphones?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/photos/GI6L2pkiZgQ?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/search/photos/headphones?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
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Common Headset Features 

 

Noise cancelling headphones  

 

Despite what you may have read or seen commented online, headsets that have a noise 

cancelling feature do not work well with transcription work. This is because the mechanism 

used to cancel the noise can distort the audio slightly on the recording and, for speech, you 

want to ensure that you are listening to the best possible quality audio. So I’d recommend 

avoiding headsets with this function built in that have no option to switch it off. I have a 

headset that I'm happy with and I’ve used them for years without issue; they have a noise 

cancelling feature, but this can be turned off by using the switch on the side so they can be 

used without the noise cancelling feature. So I’d say don’t rule out all options with a noise 

cancelling feature, just make sure you can switch off the feature if you need to.  

 

Some retailers advertise as ‘noise cancelling’ when in fact what they mean is simply the snug 

fit of the ear pad can physically aid in blocking out any noise, as opposed to a specific 

mechanism within the workings of the headset itself. A little bit confusing, so make sure you 

are aware of or can confirm the difference when you’re shopping around!  

 

Sound engineer / DJ / ‘music lovers’  

 

Headphones that are designed for DJs and for everyday listening to music will not be ideal for 

transcription, e.g. think Beats by Dre.  

 

However, editing suite style headphones (i.e. for commercial sound recording, sound 

monitoring, radio, video, sound production) may be a possibility, such as the Sony MDR-7506 

Professionals, as they operate within the correct range (midrange) for picking out speech detail 

and can be used successfully for speech.  

 

Desirable features to look for   

 

 Comfort – you’re going to be wearing them for long periods of time or on a daily or 

regular basis  

 

 Size/adjustability – most, if not all, of the makes and models I’ve suggested will offer 

some capability to adjust the size to fit onto your head comfortably. If not, consider 

looking elsewhere (because human head size isn’t universal!)  

 

 There’s conflicting advice, but I’d say look for a set that are not too-too bass-heavy. 

Human voice falls between 250 Hz and 2000 Hz and is what is known as the midrange. 

Look out for products that use the key words ‘midrange’, or high / good ‘dialogue 

intelligibility’.  
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Type of Headset to Avoid 

 

 
                           Photo by Kui Ye Chen on Unsplash    Photo by Kaboompics.com from Pexels 

 

Whilst carrying out my research, I was surprised to find a lot of people use these for 

transcription work. I would strongly advise you to avoid both of the above headsets for 

transcription work.  

 

The quality on most is likely to be poor, as they tend to be cheaply made, can be uncomfortable 

to wear for long periods of time and might also be damaging to your hearing, not to mention 

unhygienic for long-term, heavy use/everyday wear. Any foreign object inside your ears causes 

your ear to increase wax production, which in turn can affect your hearing. Prolonged use of 

the in-ear headsets can cause also cause sound distortion in your ears during and after use, 

and you are at risk of damaging your hearing permanently, or making conditions such as 

tinnitus worse.  

 

Stethoscope style  

 

Do you remember the old Dictaphone headsets that looked like a doctor’s stethoscope?! They 

had the foam ear pads. You might get one of these along with your transcription system. I 

remember them being uncomfortable to wear for long periods of time – they would make my 

ears ache! Again, there’s also the hygiene issue as mentioned above with the in-ear style of 

headset because you’re actually putting something inside the ear. As such, I would not 

recommend these for transcription work. As I remember, these were also notoriously poor at 

blocking out background noise. I’d strongly recommend if you are currently using one to 

switch it for something more suitable as soon as possible.  

 

Walkman style headsets  

 

These flimsy and cheap small on ear headphones were fine in the 1980s before ear buds took 

over for listening to music on your Walkman, but as far as listening carefully to transcription 

audio, I don’t consider these to be a good choice as I can’t see how they can be as effective as 

some of the newer and improved options on the market. Again, I would strongly recommend 

an upgrade if this is what you are currently using.  

https://unsplash.com/photos/NuOGFo4PudE?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/search/photos/headphones?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
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Product recommendations 
 

I'm not sponsored by or affiliated with any of the below products in any way. I’ve simply done 

my research on some examples of what’s out there currently (UK market as of 2020) in an 

effort to offer informed advice for those looking to upgrade.  Click on the links in blue to find 

out costs, where to purchase (in the UK).  I believe most products mentioned are also available 

in the US and other countries.  

 

It’s also worth noting that I’ve never used a wireless headset as of 2018 and my headset is 

corded, with a jack.  I note the type of headset I use below.    

 

JVC HA-S160-B-E FLATS  

Type: On ear / USB wired   

If you can’t afford to invest yet, but still want something of acceptable quality for transcription, 

or you’re are upgrading in the meantime from your ‘in ear’, Walkman or stethoscope-style 

headset, think about getting a set of these to try out.  

 

JVC HA-NC80 

Type: On ear / cable and jack   

This is the headset I have used for most of my working life as a transcriber. Unfortunately, this 

model was discontinued, however you may still be able to get them on eBay. To date, the 

nearest equivalent are the HA-S80BN-B-E, which are wireless and have a noise cancelling 

feature, but I believe this can also be switched on or off, as with the HA-NC80s. As above, you 

don’t need the noise cancelling feature when transcribing (but it can handy for listening to 

music or watching a movie when travelling!) 

 

ECS OHUSB WordSlinger Deluxe  

Type: On ear / USB wired  

 

This headset gets some Marmite reviews; some people love them, some hate them. If there is 

an allowable returns policy it might be worth getting them to see what they are like, and if 

they’re not for you, you can always send them back!  

 

Audio Technica ATH-M40X  

Type: Over ear (it looks like!) / USB wired  

These come highly rated also and are not too bass-heavy, which is not something that you 

want when transcribing.  

 

For the absolute best in headsets, the Bose Quiet Comfort range or Sennheiser headsets are 

reputed to be amazing for transcription work. They’re not cheap, but if you’re sick and tired of 

not being able to hear audio properly and just want to blow all of the other options out of the 

water and get yourself the best of the best, a pick from these ranges would seem to be the 

cream of the crop. During my research conducted with transcribers from all over the globe, I 

heard nothing but good feedback about these products.   

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/JVC-HA-S160-B-FLATS-Lightweight-Headphones-Black/dp/B004M7SQNU/ref=pd_sbs_23_2?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B004M7SQNU&pd_rd_r=a650f06d-e349-11e8-8588-2dcc8163d3e7&pd_rd_w=uFIaS&pd_rd_wg=hiSCR&pf_rd_i=desktop-dp-sims&pf_rd_m=A3P5ROKL5A1OLE&pf_rd_p=18edf98b-139a-41ee-bb40-d725dd59d1d3&pf_rd_r=937M90P4YAEGF0RZV0DZ&pf_rd_s=desktop-dp-sims&pf_rd_t=40701&psc=1&refRID=937M90P4YAEGF0RZV0DZ
https://www.argos.co.uk/product/8167440
https://www.amazon.co.uk/WordSlinger-Deluxe-Overhead-Transcription-Headset-Black-Gray/dp/B00FGFUNPG/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1541596835&sr=8-2&keywords=transcription+headset
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B00HVLUR54/ref=psdc_564480_t3_B00ASWZO6U
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When purchasing:  

 

 Check the returns policy on items before buying – if they don’t suit you, it makes sense 

for you to be able to send them back.  

 

 Check the warranty cover on any items – as we’re potentially talking about an 

investment item and an expensive piece of equipment, it’s good to know before buying 

what sort of cover or warranty you get with your purchase.  

 

 Consider wireless versus corded varieties – with a purely wireless option (i.e. with no 

additional cable and jack option) you need to be looking at the maximum amount of 

battery life you can afford – even then you’ll probably need to be quite organised and 

put them on charge every second day as most options have a battery life of between 

15- 25 hours. It’s worth bearing this in mind in terms of additional hassle. With a simple 

cable and jack, you don’t have that worry.  I know for me, I might like to try a wireless 

set when I next replace my headphones, as sometimes the cable dangling around can 

annoy me!  It just depends on what you’d like and what is comfortable to you.   
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PART TWO | THE TRANSCRIPTION INDUSTRY 
 

Your Existing Experience 
 

If you’re seriously considering audio typing or transcription from home as a career, your 

background is likely to be in something that involved high levels of typing or accuracy, typically 

a secretarial background, proofreading, etc. Whatever your background and combination of 

industry experience – legal, medical, property, etc. – you’ve no doubt accumulated a great deal 

of knowledge. This knowledge can be transferred into transcription work.     

 

You’ve also probably met and worked with a lot of people along the way. You could potentially 

turn some of these people into important connections and even clients (even though you may 

not think so – read on for more about maintaining contacts later on in the book).   

 

You may have been a ‘transcriber’ for years already and, if so, you can skip the below section 

on gaining experience.  This book may repeat a lot of what you already know and while it’s 

not marketed or aimed at more experienced transcribers, you may wish to gain more of an 

insight into why you are not being considered for work or being asked back to do any further 

work for companies. There could be several reasons for this and I outline these in Part 8.     

 

Likewise, skip reading this entire section if you simply wish to attract clients who will provide 

you with ‘straight’ audio typing, e.g. reports and correspondence.  However, if you would like 

to possibly expand on the very worthwhile, flexible and potentially lucrative skill of transcribing 

as a freelancer from home, read on!   

 

If you’re not sure what the difference is between a secretary/audio typist and transcriber, I 

explain the difference for you now in the section below.  

 
‘Secretary’, ‘Audio Typist’, ‘Transcriber’ – What’s the difference? 

 

A secretary or audio typist is commonly someone who types mainly single speaker dictation 

for one person or a team of people (also known as a typing pool), producing work such as 

letters, reports or memos, and who is familiar with doing the same type of work on a daily 

basis.  

 

In my business, Outsource Typing, I work with all three of the above types of people – 

secretaries, audio typists and transcribers – but our team have almost always made the 

transition from secretary/audio typist to transcriber to enable them to work as a freelancer at 

home.   

 

Secretaries and audio typists will have gained excellent experience in their careers working in 

various business sectors.  Their accuracy, attention to detail and typing skills can be transferred 

over into transcription work.  

 

http://www.outsource-typing.com/
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When a secretary or audio typist leaves the arena of single-speaker dictation, in addition to 

continuing with audio typing, there is a world of work out there for them if they can skilfully 

type a range of varied recordings that might involve anywhere from 2-20 people (or more) 

speaking on a single recording.  It is what is known as audio transcription and the people who 

produce the work are called transcribers.  They might typically go on to specialise in legal 

transcription, court transcription work, medical transcription or ‘general transcription’.  

 

General transcription covers a wide area of the industry.  A transcriber may go from typing an 

informative webinar or a light-hearted podcast one day, to the next day transcribing an 

employment disciplinary hearing, a focus group with ten people, or a police PACE interview, 

for example.     

 

Good typing skills are essential, but transcription involves so much more than this.  Here are 

just a few examples of what is expected of a professional transcriber: 

 

 Punctuation and spelling. The transcriber will be expected to have the necessary skills 

and experience to ensure that the transcript is accurate in terms of punctuation and 

words are spelled correctly, so that the text makes sense.  

 Indicating and understanding speech nuances. Not only to represent accurately 

what was said, but also how it was said. 

 Identifying individual speakers. Often, the client will not only want to know what was 

said, but also who said it, and each time there is a change in speaker, it needs to be 

marked up within the transcript. 

 Attention to detail and following instructions closely. There are a few fairly 

standard styles of transcript across the industry, depending on what information 

and/or data the client needs to capture. All of the formats require to be produced 

alongside the transcription company’s instructions and client requirements.  The 

transcripts can often be quite technical and so attention to detail and the ability to 

follow instructions closely is essential.  

 Making sense of difficult or challenging recordings. Often, where there are many 

participants on a recording, they will talk over one another.  There might be 

background noise on the audio recording, such as dog barking, café noise, traffic noise, 

etc., and it’s important that the transcriber knows what to do in order to represent this 

properly within the transcript. 

 No editing – strict verbatim. Sometimes no editing of a transcript is permitted, 

particularly with a verbatim requirement, and there is usually a strict set of instructions 

to follow that require great care and attention to detail.  

 Editing required. Sometimes the transcript requires to be edited or ‘tidied up’ by the 

transcriber to make it easier to read, and it takes great skill and care to know how to 

do this correctly to produce a high-quality transcript for the client. 

 Attitude. You will need to have patience, a willingness to learn, initiative and good 

research skills – the subject matters you will be requested to type will be wide ranging 

and you may not always be provided with any background details.  It takes time to 

work through a transcript and produce it correctly.        

 Good health – hearing. A lot of people overlook this crucial aspect and I seldom see 

mention of it in other articles or instructional literature. Get a hearing test. An 
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audiologist will be able to tell you where your hearing falls on the scale in terms of 

being able to pick out speech.  If you need an improvement in this area, there are many 

ways in which you can adjust your software to help you hear the audio.  Further 

information on this can be found in our e-book: Improve Your Career With Time-Saving 

Tech.  If you are struggling to hear the audio, we’d highly recommend following these 

steps. 

 Correct use of software. It’s important to use the software and equipment you have 

to maximise the audio quality so that you can capture all of the information and data 

within the transcript for the client. Sometimes audio quality can be poor. The 

transcriber should take the initiative to use the sophisticated tools they have at their 

disposal to improve the audio quality to make it clearer and more comfortable to listen 

to. 

 Correct use of equipment. Choice of headphones is also very important.  I often see 

people incorrectly recommending noise cancelling headphones for use with 

transcription.  In most cases, these are not the correct choice. I make recommendations 

on the best headsets to use in my e-book that cater to a range of budgets.  Unsuitable 

headphones can also be detrimental to aural health.  A transcriber will be wearing a 

headset for long periods of time and so it’s important to make the right choice.    

 
Skills Required 

 

You may have been an audio typist for years, typing reports and correspondence.  

Transcription work involves going a step further into more technical work, mainly transcribing 

two or more ‘speakers’ in discussion with others individually face-to-face, or in groups, such 

as meetings or conference setting.  This is combined into a document called a ‘transcript’.  

Examples of transcripts can easily be found online. There is also further information in Part 9 

below highlighting the difference between the three common types.      

 

This type of audio can range from one-to-one interviews, to multi-speaker sessions and can 

be on a wide range of topics.  They can be interviews, focus group sessions for market research 

involving many speakers in the room, to conferences where key speakers give their speeches 

in turn for long periods of time.  There can also be captioning work for television which follows 

a slightly different template to the others.  There can be technical points; when many people 

are involved they can often speak over one another and this needs to be highlighted within 

the document (transcript).   

 

Other technical elements need to be included, e.g. when someone changes tack mid-sentence, 

unclear words occur, when background noise or other interference occurs, insertion of time-

stamps* within the document.  These all need to be inserted into the document for referencing 

purposes, and all follow a certain ‘style’.   All spellings of words and names require to be 

researched and to be correct on submission.    

 

* The exact duration on the file at which the difficult or questioned speech occurs, inserted into 

the document using key combinations set up through your software. See Part 9 for further 

information on this. 

 

https://outsource-typing.com/product/improve-your-transcription-career-with-time-saving-tech/
https://outsource-typing.com/product/improve-your-transcription-career-with-time-saving-tech/
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Most of the transcription companies follow a similar style, but some have distinct differences 

and prefer their own ways of marking up within the transcripts.  A document – usually referred 

to as a Manual, or Transcriber Manual – will be provided to you by each company and you 

must follow this carefully.   

 
Understanding Style Guides  

 

I’ll refer to these generally as ‘style guides’ in this section, but these instructional documents 

may be supplied to you under a few different names, such as:  

 

 House style  

 Style manual  

 Transcriber manual  

 

You may be familiar with ‘styles’ and templates from your previous secretarial work.  Styles 

and templates basically provide a framework for the work to be completed and also 

demonstrate to you how the work should be completed.  You’ll be provided both with 

document templates for you to complete the work within and also a style guide* or set of 

instructions to instruct you how to complete the work.  

 

* You should always be provided with full instructions or a style guide, but 

if not, ask for one, or ask for instruction on how to proceed.  

N.B. This would be a red flag for me about the company’s attitude to the 

workload if I wasn’t provided with a style guide.     

 

Although the driving factors for accuracy are the general ‘rules’ of the English language, each 

company will have their own style guide that they will provide you with.  A house style is a 

separate set of conventions to follow (very closely) when completing work for that particular 

company.  It’s how they like things done!  It serves two main purposes:  

 

1. To ensure work that is returned is consistent (in the style the company prefers) and 

ensures continuity in standards.   

2. The clients often require work completed in a certain way and their instructions 

may also be contained within the style guide, making it doubly important for these 

to be followed carefully and adhered to at all times.   

 

The style guide will detail things like preferred wording on anything from dates, weights, 

measurements, numbers in general, job titles.  They’ll also contain important reminders 

regarding em and en dashes, general punctuation, and the like.   

 

Style guides are usually fairly standardised, however there will be differences that you need to 

pay attention to.  For example, if working for more than one company make sure you’re always 

following their particular style guide – never ‘mix and match’ from other styles!  It’s natural to 

get confused or have some crossover, all the more reason to pay close attention to what you’re 

doing to ensure you’re using the preferred style for each individual company.   
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Companies don’t tend to publish them online, but some style guides can indeed be found on 

the internet.  If you can’t find many for comparison, you can use the below examples as an 

outline that’ll give you the basics. 

 

Failure to follow the manual’s instructions can result in future work being terminated, 

particularly if there are repeated occurrences of the same errors.  However, instructions are 

usually very clear, thorough and easy to follow, and if you are already an accomplished typist 

you will soon pick up the style and gain in confidence.   

 

What if my skills don’t match up?  

 

If you’re not confident that your skills will match up to the above but maybe just need some 

brushing up, I would suggest investing in some books on usage or punctuation.  I’d highly 

recommend the Collins guide Improve your Punctuation.   

 

As mentioned above, you can find helpful resources online including examples of various 

different styles of transcript.  Search online for: “verbatim transcript example”, “captioning 

transcript example”, or “interview transcript example”.  You’ll soon discover many sites offering 

examples of their style and how the transcripts are typically laid out.  I’ve also include in Part 

9 below further information on the different transcript style.    

 

Important: It helps to study these example templates in depth prior to completing any tests 

for transcription company work.  Most often, instructions will be provided to you prior to 

completing tests, but you can strengthen your chances if you can look at as many examples 

beforehand so you can see what the industry standards.  You will be in a much better position 

to anticipate what might be expected of you.   

 

When you don’t have experience in an area that you would like to expand upon, it’s important 

to build it up by asking for shorter files, or asking if large files can be split into smaller segments 

to enable you to gain experience on an easy-to-manage workload to start off with.  You really 

need to take the initiative and ask the companies you’re working for to give you the chance 

to prove yourself.  If you’ve passed their tests, can follow their instructions and prove to them 

you are committed then you’ll get on well.   

 

Speed is not as important as accuracy in the transcription industry.  As long as you can meet 

your work deadlines given to you, all that matters is that the transcripts are accurate. Speed 

can naturally be improved upon along the way.   

 
Performance and Feedback 

 

Performance tracking again varies from company to company, depending on their preferred 

methods of monitoring your progress, and also the size of the company. However, your 

progress and performance – nine times out of ten – will be monitored either by the business 

owner, a proofreader, or via a Quality Control process or Quality Assurance Team. They will 

expect you to meet a certain standard and monitor your progress to make sure you’re 
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competently following instructions, adhering to the requested house style and meeting 

deadlines.   

 

The company will most likely provide you with feedback, and in a variety of different ways, 

which could take the form of:  

 

 a formal report, giving very detailed feedback including grading and/or a percentage 

rate for accuracy;  

 a simple email containing feedback points;  

 the document itself containing tracked changes or comments boxes to highlight the 

feedback.   

 

There is some leeway given while you are new, but be prepared for feedback – often very 

thorough – to be given.  Remember, this is a professional arena; do not take it personally and, 

rather, take it as a positive learning experience.  What you learn in this new phase of your 

career will put you in good stead for being able to compete one day with your own business 

in the transcription market, or to continue to receive regular work on a freelance basis.      

 

The level of feedback you’re provided with will vary from company to company.  You might be 

provided with very high levels of critical feedback or a complete absence of it (see Part 8 below 

for further information on this). It’s really important that you get a sense of the difference here 

as it can hinder your progress if you aren’t sure how you are doing. Companies that offer the 

greater levels of feedback are the most beneficial to you when you are starting out, however 

not all companies can provide this, for several reasons.     

 

If you’ve received negative or repeated feedback from a transcription company you’ve sat tests 

with – past or future – always note this down carefully.  It pays to get back in touch with the 

company to thank them for their time spent in providing it to you; not all will be able to 

facilitate this, so it’s important to acknowledge if you’ve received any feedback.  You can also 

mention that, whilst you don't come up to the standard required on this occasion, you’ll work 

hard to ensure that, should any future opportunities with the company be a possibility, you 

will do better next time.  Ask them for their recommendations on any books or resources that 

can help you.  Don’t forget to ask them how long it would be until they might accept another 

attempt at a further test, as some companies will let some time elapse for you to reapply.  They 

clearly expect you to take the initiative, so do it!    

 

I can’t stress enough, to avoid receiving repeated feedback it’s really important to note down 

and keep a track of any of the feedback given to you.  It may not be possible or permitted for 

you to print off the actual documentation you produced due to confidentiality, so it’s 

important that you keep your own notes of the feedback that was given to you to help you 

improve.  

 
How much will I get paid? 

 

This will depend on each individual company’s rates and also the type of work you are being 

asked to produce.  It can vary from £0.40 to £1.10 per audio minute, or more.  ‘Per audio 
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minute’ means that you will be paid by the length of the audio file, e.g. 1 hour of audio at a 

£0.75 per audio minute rate would equal £45 total paid to you for the job.   

 

To give you an idea of the hourly rate that you'll likely be more familiar with, it can take 

anything from to 2-4 hours to complete 1 hour of recorded audio, depending on a) the 

difficulty (sound quality, terminology, etc.) and b) how fast you can type. 

 

A note for beginners about poorer quality audio  

 

Don’t feel stuck with very poor quality audio. If there’s excessive background noise, incoherent 

speech or strong accents, constant cross-talk, technical problems with the audio recording, 

etc., it often won’t be worth your time to transcribe it. If you want to challenge yourself and 

keep pushing forwards though, it’s always a good idea to minimise the amount of work you 

turn down. But it’s up to you as an individual what you’re comfortable with taking on. In my 

opinion, it’s always good experience and can help you hone your skills, but perhaps not to 

start off with as a total beginner. Ask your company to ease you into the work with something 

easier or a shorter file to start off with before jumping in at the deep end!  

 

You’ll be expected to send an invoice in to the company you are working for when they request 

it on a schedule or particular date and it will detail each individual file you typed (the exact 

name of the file and/or job number), the durations of the files and the individual rate for each 

and a total and grand total.  Most often, a Word document invoice is preferred, but each 

company will let you know the requirement – some may be able to provide a template you 

can use so it’s worth asking. Remember to also date the invoice and give it an invoice number 

that should run onto a new number each time.   

 

To be a freelance transcriber in the UK, you must register as self-employed with HMRC (see 

Part 3 – Finances for further information on the UK rules and also what you may need to do 

within the main English-speaking countries as a new freelancer or business owner).   

 

You are responsible for your own tax and National Insurance contributions in the UK.     

 

What kind of work can I expect to get? 
 

Most transcription companies you’ll find online will do a wide range of transcription work, 

incorporating the following fundamental types:  

 

 Single speaker (audio typing)   

 Multi-speaker (transcription)  

 

Single speaker audio typing might be what a large majority transitioning from a secretarial 

career might be more familiar with.  For those falling under this category, multi-speaker 

transcription might be unfamiliar and will be more of a learning curve.  

 

I’ve worked in the freelance transcription field since 2011, bringing my previous secretarial 

skills with me.  In this time since leaving the ‘9-5’ behind and becoming a freelancer, I’ve typed 
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a wide range of interviews, lectures, conferences, meetings, discussions, focus groups, one-to-

one interviews, single-speaker dictation, journalist interviews, celebrity interviews, sermons, 

work from artists, writers, historians, lecturers, students, charities, TV captioning work – the list 

goes on and on!  As you can see, transcription work is varied and interesting.    

 

If you’re transitioning from a secretarial career or wishing to transfer your typing skills into a 

transcription, you will come up against some unfamiliar work types.  You can get straight audio 

typing of single speaker dictation (e.g. correspondence, reports, notes or authors dictating 

manuscripts, etc.), however you’re far more likely to be expected to take on a range of work 

of the types noted above.  It’s safe to say you’d be limiting both your professional growth and 

earning potential if you don’t expand outside of the single speaker ‘audio typing’ arena.  This 

isn’t to say it’s not possible to get only single speaker work, but it’s much harder to find on a 

regular basis from just one source.   

 

Contacting transcription agencies 
 

Transcription company contact details can easily be found online by doing a Google search: 

“transcription agencies”, “online transcription”, “UK transcription companies” – these are the 

best keyword terms to use.  Don’t forget to check their social media pages or blog to find out 

if they are hiring, and to get a feel for the type of company they are and if you might like to 

work with them.   

 

I would recommend contacting at least five to begin with.  You may find a couple have 

vacancies and they will want you to complete their testing procedure, which varies from 

company to company, but will almost always involve grammatical and typing tests.  Typing 

tests are looking for accuracy, and occasionally test speed, so it’s best to be ready and 

prepared.  It is important to stick to their deadlines on returning the tests to them; you want 

to make a good impression and grab the chance to get a foot in the door.  These types of 

opportunities are becoming very competitive as desire for home working increases, so you 

absolutely need to stick to their targets to give yourself the best possible chance of being 

accepted!    

 

Important points to note 
 

I would highlight the below points which are of great importance in order for you to maximise 

your chances of making it within the industry:  

 

1. You must be able to follow the instructions provided to you carefully. 

2. You must be able to return work (or tests) provided to the company’s deadlines. 

 

It’s not just skill but also a good attitude that is required to move you forward in this type of 

career. Do not assume that because you are now endeavouring to work as a freelance 

transcriber that you are somehow indispensable.  The opposite is true; there are so many 

people wishing to do this type of work and it is important that you stand out – for all the right 

reasons!  A can-do attitude is paramount.  These are important words of wisdom and I would 

advise that you keep these things in mind moving forward in your journey.  The flexibility that 
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freelance working will afford you and the benefits will soon pay off for your hard work and 

application.   

 
Conclusion 

 

You may not decide to take on general, specialist or interview transcription work for your 

business. This may be because you don’t like this particular type of work and the nuances of it 

– it can be different to audio typing of reports and correspondence with a single-speaker.  This 

is fine; I just offer these as examples of two core services you can add to bolster and enhance 

your business service provision. There are plenty of solopreneur / freelance virtual typists 

offering only audio typing services, and this is great; the main thing is to stick to what you are 

best at, and really market it – your ability and skill will shine through. And if you want to add 

another string to your bow with specialist or general transcription, great! If you are a hard 

worker, quick learner and have a keen eye for detail then transcription is definitely something 

to get into to further your skills and attract a larger workload.   

 

Many stick with paid transcription work for agencies because it works really well for those who 

need it to fit around their life and other work – you can work as and when you are ready.  

Maybe you may decide just to work as a part-time transcriber for a while; this may suit you for 

the time being.  You can always come back to this e-book if and when you feel you might be 

ready to start up a transcription service on your own, with your own clients when you’ve built 

up the skill and confidence. 
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PART THREE | FINANCES 
 

Registering as Self-Employed 
 

NOTE: The foregoing information may be subject to change and is in no way official, therefore, 

I recommend you contact HMRC or your local or national government or business advice 

bureau in the first instance for advice.  If in any doubt, give HMRC or the government company 

a call.  You may also be able to use their online chat service for basic queries.     

 

I’ve listed below the three main English-speaking countries.  There is a wealth of information 

that can be found online about registering or trading as a self-employed person or business, 

but choose your source wisely and remember to double-check any information you find with 

the government company or business bureau.    

 

UK  

As mentioned in the previous section, to work as a self-employed and freelance transcriber in 

the UK, you must register with HMRC for self-assessment.  (See below for details of who to 

contact in other countries – you can also find a wealth of information online about your own 

country’s requirements).   

 

Don’t worry – it’s not as scary as it might seem!  You can register in the UK over the telephone 

and it is very straightforward.  If you haven’t done this already, remember to do this within one 

week of starting your first job as a self-employed transcriber.  HMRC have some busier times 

throughout the year, particularly in the lead-up to January, so be aware of this when 

attempting to contact them.  The best time to call is usually first thing in the morning as soon 

as they open.    

 

If you are already registered as self-employer under another business name, you must also 

register all other separate businesses if they are a new venture.  This can also be done by 

phone.  

 

USA  

File a Schedule C for self-employed or business income. Your clients and transcription 

companies will send you a 1099, listing what they paid you. This method, however, is federal, 

and it’s best to check what your locality or state may require, as this can and may involve actual 

formal registration as a business or DBA (doing business as). 

 

Canada  

QuickBooks have a great article on their website that might help to answer any questions you 

might have regarding registering your self-employment in Canada.  You can find it here.  

 

Australia  

In Australia, you must have an ABN number for tax purposes as a freelancer or sole trading 

business.  You can find out further information by visiting the Australian Government website.     

https://quickbooks.intuit.com/ca/resources/self-employed/registering-your-self-employed-business/
https://www.ato.gov.au/
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Service Pricing  

 

If you’ve been involved in the transcription industry already you will know the sort of rates 

other companies are charging, but as a newcomer or just thinking about setting it all out for 

the first time might be a bit daunting to know how much to charge or how much to expect to 

get paid for freelancing work with agencies.  I will detail below the typical range of charging 

rates so this helps to make it a bit clearer, and it might make the decision of where you can 

place yourself on the scale a lot easier.   

 

Charging rates examples  

 

Interview transcription – as explained in the previous section this type of work can be much 

more technical, complex and time-consuming and therefore attracts a higher rate than the 

“straight copy typing” I also mentioned earlier (i.e. reports and correspondence).  Therefore, I 

would suggest thinking of a sliding scale of between £1.10 and £1.50.  This is still a competitive 

rate, but you can reserve this scale and advise clients of this until you are able to listen to a 

sample of the audio (always recommended) and then give your final price based on the sound 

quality, number of speakers, etc., i.e. the “difficulty rating” of the work.  The more difficult it is, 

the higher your rate should be.  

 

Correspondence – this work can be time-consuming to complete due to having to go back 

and forth and create new documents, stop and start to insert references, headings, etc., and 

so I would recommend charging a higher rate for this type of work.  Also the files tend to be 

shorter but can take just as long if not longer than, say, a standard report file to complete, due 

to the intricacies.    

 

Report transcription – this tends to be easier, with set templates and just “straight typing” 

with no to-ing and fro-ing between formatting or adding bits and pieces in.  Therefore, I would 

suggest charging a lower rate for this – obviously dependent on the sound quality.  If the 

quality is poor, again, charging a higher rate for this would be advisable.  A scale of between 

£0.85 and £1.00 is reasonable and competitive.    

 

Budgeting and Important Outlays 
 

I will list below the most important outlays that you will typically expect to have to factor in 

before you set yourself up.   

 

1. Equipment and software 

This is as mentioned above in the first section and is obviously more expensive if 

purchased brand new – particularly the Philips and Olympus systems which are likely 

to set you back around £100-£150.  The NCH software prices vary but you can generally 

pick this up on a full ‘Pro’ (recommended) licence for around £30-£40GBP.   
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A separate foot pedal – such as the Infinity model – can be around £60-£70 new, but 

it is well worth checking eBay as these can usually be found for sale via auction cheaper.  

 

Your headphones, should you be replacing these or requiring to purchase a set, can 

cost anywhere from £20-£150. (See the Part One above for further information on 

headsets.)    

 

If requiring the Malwarebytes software annual subscription if you don't already have 

malware protection this will cost around £15-£20.   

 

2. ICO Registration / GDPR  

The new UK GDPR regulations came into effect in May 2018.  I would strongly advise 

that you register with the Information Commissioner under the Data Protection Act as 

a ‘Data Controller’.  At the time of writing, this costs £35 and you will require to renew 

this annually.  You can find out further information on this online and also the link to 

the ICO’s website here about GDPR.  (See Part Six for further comment on GDPR.) 

 

Again, as with all governmental aspects affecting small business, the information 

provided by me within this e-book on these subjects is in no way “official” and I would 

urge you to call the Information Commissioner if in any doubt.  This is quite easy to do 

– I’ve never found an issue with getting through to them by telephone – and their 

contact details can be found online.     

 

3. Website hosting, domain name and optional website developer  

If applicable to you if you want a website, hosting is charged annually and you will 

require to pay this upfront.  Likewise, for your domain name registration this will be 

charged upfront and renewed annually – manually or automatically (check with your 

host).  This is relatively inexpensive and you should be able to get both for as little as 

£50-60 a year, depending on the domain name and hosting package you choose.  You 

can check the availability of these – ask your webhost for details.  (More about websites 

and choosing a webhost later in Part 4.)  

 

In the section below on Marketing, I give some guidance on starting up your new 

website yourself.  I highly recommend WordPress, it’s so easy and there are many 

online tutorials as to how you can do this yourself.  However, if you are not choosing 

to go down this route, for whatever reason, but you will still require a website, you will 

obviously require to hire a web developer.  Doing so can add substantial cost in the 

start-up phase, and beyond, if you require to amend or add things to your website as 

you go along.  Rates vary and it is hard to give an estimate on the likely costs without 

knowing what exactly you want your site to look like and how interactive, or not, it 

requires to be, etc.  It is best to get a few quotes (more on this in the next section).   

 

IMPORTANT: Don’t forget, all websites now require to have a cookies statement 

advising on how cookies are used – and a pop up to alert users about cookies. You can 

find a plugin to create a pop-up for your cookies message if using WordPress. Your 

site will also require to have a privacy policy and terms and conditions.  There are 

https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/1624219/preparing-for-the-gdpr-12-steps.pdf
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several great online generators for both of these documents, and if using WordPress 

there should already be one available in most templates for you to use. It needs to be 

adapted with information applicable to your business and practices, so it’s advisable to 

do an audit before you begin. You can also easily add to your policy documents as you 

go along and use new services or features, or make any changes to your practice.  This 

is why it’s a good idea to do a business audit regularly. You can find more information 

about business auditing on the Information Commissioner’s website in the UK.   

 

4. Accounting  

It may seem like it might be, but tackling your own book-keeping is not that 

complicated once you know how.  There are great resources online about financial 

record keeping.   

 

If you only have a few clients to start with you may wish to simply use an Excel 

spreadsheet to record your financial data, which is free, but requires a bit more effort 

to record.  As long as you keep a clear database to include dates, rates, final figures, 

incomings and outgoings (I suggest recording these separately, and also separate out 

the income from each individual client clearly) then you can’t go far wrong.  If using 

Excel to record your financial data, ensure to make backups of this information on your 

secure cloud storage or external hard drive device to avoid loss or problems with 

corrupted files.  

 

If you think this is too much work or would prefer an official or easy-to-use setup, there 

are online accounting packages available for a subscription fee – well worth it for the 

time and effort it saves you in being able to “mass” print invoices and also send them 

all out to clients in one go at the end of the accounting period, for example.  These can 

cost around £10-20 per month, depending on which functions you require to have.  An 

excellent and easy time-saver, but non-essential for smaller workloads/client lists to 

start off with, I would say.  Maybe as you build and grow your business you can think 

about subscribing to an online option. 

 

RBS (Royal Bank of Scotland) also have a free accounting package (called Free Agent), 

available if you have a business bank account with them.  At the time of writing, this is 

being offered to customers, but things may change.  At present, this is common 

knowledge, however is in no way “official” advice as I have not personally used the 

application myself, and I am not affiliated with RBS in this respect; I simply include this 

as a potentially beneficial money-saving tip!  (Feel free to let me know how you get on 

with it on social media or via email if you decide to give it a go!)  

 

If you are based in the US/Canada try checking out Wave – quoted from their website 

as: “Free financial software for small businesses”. 

 

There is also Sage and Xero, which are probably the largest competitor to QuickBooks 

and I believe does all of the same functions.  You can find further information on their 

website regarding subscription costs.   

  

https://www.business.rbs.co.uk/business/services/free-agent.html?utm_source=rbs&utm_medium=OneConnect?intcam=R_OTC_Int_FGNT_OC_TC_oc
http://www.waveapps.com/
http://www.sage.com/
http://www.xero.com/
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5. Document storage  

Non-essential, but worth considering.  You may wish to simply keep an electronic 

record of all financial recordings, or anything else that can be scanned and stored.  

Make sure that you regularly make safe and secure back-ups if using this method.  

 

You may have plenty of space inside your house or a fireproof filing cabinet for storage 

of your financial records.  Storage costs can be expensive, therefore I would suggest 

that you weigh up the costs of storage versus investing in a fireproof metal filing 

cabinet for your home.  You can purchase smaller two-drawer cabinets which are quite 

compact and will fit in your dedicated office space or in another (secure) location within 

your property.  If you simply do not have the space to store this information on-site, 

then try and shop around to find the best quote you can for your storage options.  As 

you may require to store documents for up to six years' worth of financial data, this 

can add up and so it is sensible to think about this.  Having a filing cabinet can also 

come in very handy for worry-free storage of other business information.  (See more 

below on financial record keeping.)  

 

6. Marketing  

You might want to spend a bit of money on marketing when you first launch to get the 

word out.  Flyers, Facebook ads, etc., are cost-effective, but not free so I detail this here 

as another outlay you need to consider.  Facebook ads at this moment in time are 

relatively cheap and can help you reach potentially hundreds of people.  You can spend 

as low as £5 and get a boost of a few hundred people seeing your ads.  Social media 

tools change rapidly and so I would suggest that if you are intending to make use of 

this to do it soon while it's affordable.  There is also Google Adwords but this can be 

expensive and I would suggest starting off smaller with something simpler such as 

flyers and Facebook ads to begin with.   

 

Start-up and running costs  

 

If you wish to work as a freelance transcriber for a company, to get set up will cost you around 

£160.  If setting up your own business, you may already have the equipment you need and so 

you can expect start-up costs of around £200, and if needing equipment, around £300.  As 

you can see, as business launches go, setting up your own transcription service is easily 

affordable as a start-up option and you can make your money back in a short space of time.   

 

As for running costs going forward, you may have annual or monthly subscriptions to keep 

up.  Another thing to consider might be if you are printing regularly or using other resources 

when working for your clients, but you can think about reasonably factoring these into the 

charging rates so you are not out-of-pocket/eating into your profits!  
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Financial Record-Keeping 
 

There are many templates available within MS Word, or online for sales and purchase ledgers 

(using MS Excel) and also for invoices.  It’s really up to your preference how to design them.  

They are fairly standard, but should include the following:  

 

 Invoices to clients should detail individual jobs, the date they were completed and sent, 

the duration of the audio file, details of the pre-agreed rate and totals.  

 

 Sales ledgers should include dates when work was completed and sent, the client 

name, the duration, the file name/individual job details, the date the invoice was paid 

by the client.   

 

 Purchase ledgers should include dates of invoice, date the bill was actually paid (exactly 

when money was taken from account), the account which it came from – whether it 

was cash/card, etc. 

 

Retention and storage of financial records  

 

This may change from time to time so check the HMRC Self-Assessment section of their 

website for details of how long you should keep accompanying financial information for after 

submission of a tax return.  At present, this is six years, but may be subject to change.  

 

You will need to decide whether you wish to bill clients on a weekly, fortnightly, monthly basis.  

I prefer a monthly basis as it’s much less work!  But it’s up to you how you want to work your 

cash-flow and what feels right to you – and, as you are “the boss”, you can always change it 

up if it’s not working!  Always be sure to give clients plenty of notice of any changes to service 

in any way.     

 

Financial record keeping for clients  

 

A really important point to note here is about keeping, updating or processing financial data 

for clients.  Not to mention GDPR regulations which you will require to comply with, in the UK, 

under the Money Laundering Regulations, there are a few things to consider if they are 

applicable to you:  

 

1. Anyone advertising/offering or actively carrying out bookkeeping or accountancy 

services REQUIRE TO REGISTER. 

2. If you’re just transferring data to a spreadsheet or document and are not analysing the 

information then you are NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER. 

3. If you’re creating the spreadsheets and adding the financial information on behalf of 

the client you are in scope and REQUIRED TO REGISTER.  

4. Raising sales invoices on clients’ software, e.g. Xero, Sage, etc.  This would come under 

“bookkeeping” and you would be REQUIRED TO REGISTER. 

5. Entering purchase invoices onto clients’ software, e.g. Xero, Sage, etc. Again, this would 

come under “bookkeeping” and you would be REQUIRED TO REGISTER.  
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Again, this is not official information – please seek the relevant advice from HMRC directly, but 

the above should serve as an initial indicator for you as to whether or not you may need to 

register under the Money Laundering Regulations.   

 

I am unsure as to the US system regarding the above – I would strongly recommend that you 

contact the relevant authority for advice and guidance if bookkeeping and financial services 

are something you propose to offer.   
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PART FOUR | MARKETING YOUR NEW BUSINESS 
 

There are many clever ways to market your business on a shoestring if money is tight when 

you first start out.  It’s free and easy to start up on most social media sites.  I will outline some 

solid basics below.  

 

1. Contacts   

Exercise to try:  

Think back carefully on your career.  You may have had one job, you may have had a 

hundred.  There will be defining moments, important moments, not so good moments.  

Have a good think about them all.  Write them down in a sort of timeline from earliest 

to the most current.  Think about any people who helped you along the way or that 

gave you inspiration, support and guidance during these times.  

 

Think about how certain people may have handled these shared situations, and maybe 

even also ones you weren’t necessarily connected with, but you admired them or 

looked up to them.  Would these people be happy to hear about your new endeavours?  

Would they support you?  If the answer is “yes” then absolutely start jotting their names 

down.  If you are unsure – even just a “maybe” – still jot them down; you’ll be surprised 

by some of the responses you may receive from some of these people when they learn 

that you are branching out.   

 

People love a success story and someone who is taking the initiative to start up their 

own business, believe me, is a happy and positive time and you absolutely should share 

this!  This is the time of your life; let everyone know – think positive thoughts and let 

them guide you through to your next phase – start off well.   

 

With the names you have, you’ll maybe still be connected in some way, or perhaps 

through acquaintances still be connected.  Spread the word about your new business.  

Find and connect with the people you have listed on LinkedIn – don’t break the 

connection; stay in touch.  This is really important: don’t lose touch.  I’m not suggesting 

that you give them the hard sell, but these are people that know you, they have seen 

you perform at work, live, in person, and this is really important.  They are your allies 

in passing on first-hand knowledge of your good work to others.   

 

It may feel strange at first, especially if you are used to helping others and being in the 

background, but you have worked hard to build up a good reputation in your jobs – 

clearly, otherwise why would you be here right now trying to start up a business?  You 

have it in you to use your hard-earned skills to start up something amazing – shout it 

out from the rooftops!  It could very well be the key to your success. 

 

2. Starting a website  

 

Website design  

Designing a website can be a learning curve if you have no previous experience, 

however nowadays it’s so much easier with Weebly, or WordPress, who both offer a 
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much more user-friendly way of creating a clever, easy-to-edit design without having 

to have massive amounts (or indeed any!) coding knowledge.    

 

Web hosting  

A good webhost is crucial (someone who will “host” your website on their server – paid 

service), and if you are going with WordPress think about looking for a webhost who 

specialises in WordPress websites, preferably also one with servers based in the UK – 

easy to check, just ask them!   

 

WordPress Plugins  

WordPress have many great “plugins” you can use.  Plugins add features to your 

website – anything from keeping it safe and secure to letting customers pay via your 

site.  Check some of these out here.  Once you get set up I would recommend this book 

on WordPress in general, but includes lots of helpful info on plugins, too: WordPress 

for Business Bloggers by Paul Thewlis.   

 

Help from forums  

If using WordPress and you are unsure of how to do something, consider joining the 

forums – there are lots of articles available and specific advice from real developers 

and experts happy to help newcomers.  

 

Web developer  

You might decide that it’s too much for you to design and run your own website 

yourself – it is doable, but if you are not so confident or don’t have the time, check out 

some developers in your area.  Get a few quotes and also don’t forget to ask them for 

samples of websites that they have developed to see if the style and design looks 

appealing and one that you would like to use for your own purposes.  To attend on 

site at your premises can obviously cost a lot more and so if you are happy for someone 

to design for you offsite (requiring access to your passwords/login details for the 

“control panel” of your website) then this will come in a lot cheaper/more cost-

effective.       

 

Choosing a domain name 

Before being firmly decided on a business name, I would strongly recommend that, if 

you are going to have a website, you come up with a few options before you check 

that your business name is available as a URL.  You can easily find this out by asking 

your chosen webhost, or using their checker tool on their website, to see if the names 

are available to purchase and also how much they will cost.  The prices vary depending 

on the words or terms used.  It’s important that you have all these facts before you get 

your heart set on something that will cost a fortune when you come to choose it as a 

business name URL!      

 

If you really have your heart set on a name but it’s not available, e.g. London Typing 

Services (I’ve made this one up!) so it would be www.londontypingservices.com or the 

.co.uk URL is also taken, think of using a “generator tool” that you can add your desired 

business name into and see if it can come up with some clever ways of using it in a 

http://www.londontypingservices.com/
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URL.  However, you will most likely want to use the URL as a straightforward name but 

it really just depends on your preference.  Just another example of how you can make 

it work for you and also perhaps save a bit of money.  There are also additional options 

for domain name endings that might make it possible for you to have your desired 

business name if not available with the more traditional .com or .co.uk – see here for 

further info.         

 

Exercise to try: Sell yourself 

 

Your skills are important to set out carefully.  Have a think about re-writing your CV 

and really dig out the information as if you were writing your CV to apply for an 

amazing job opportunity that required your skillset.   

 

This is a good exercise as it will help you pick out all the best bits that you want to add 

to your website generally and the “about me” page (should you choose to have one) 

and also marketing materials later on.  

 

3. Social media  

 

Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn have been helpful for me in business.  It’s not 

mandatory – you don’t have to if you don’t like using Twitter for instance, or prefer 

Twitter over Facebook.  Stick with what feels right, but I would recommend that you at 

least have one or the other (Twitter or Facebook).   

 

Social media needs ongoing maintenance and takes a bit of work, but once set up you 

can then start adding the URLs to your business cards and linking them on your other 

channels.  It can be fun once you are up and running thinking of a social media 

“strategy”.  You can find templates for these online, but they involve thinking of and 

jotting down ideas and inspirations for regular posts to keep your fans engaged.   

 

Facebook  

Family, friends, acquaintances!  Let them know what you are about to embark on and 

share it with them – encourage them to share your page.  It may not seem worthwhile, 

but you never know who might see it if they post it – local businesspeople, individuals 

looking for help – it’s definitely worth it.  You need to get the word out and this is often 

the first step for most people – don’t be shy!   

 

Before you share, I would advise setting it up with the following basic information, to 

enable people to be able to contact you easily and also see clearly what your services 

are:  

 

 Website address  

 Email address  

 Contact telephone number  

 “Bio” – include a short paragraph on all three platforms stating your business 

strengths – keep this short and to the point.  For example, if you are a PA 

https://easykey.uk/website-tips/about-domain-name-endings
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looking to become a Virtual PA you may have come from a strong 

organisational background and want to get into the event management or 

business organisation for small businesses or individuals and you would say 

something like: “Virtual PA service – we will organise your life! Event 

management, diary management, call fielding”… etc.  Your main core skills and 

services should be listed early on so they catch the eye and stick in the memory 

of any potential customers!  

 

Facebook has a tab called “Services” where you can add as many as you like and give 

a bit of in-depth details about each service you offer, to include price, web-links 

directing people to your website, etc.  

 

Twitter 

So simple and straightforward to use – just get creative with hashtags.  Do some 

research to check out what other companies are using and what is trending or getting 

the most hits and make use of them too – there is no harm in this, everyone is doing it 

and it is fair practice.  Obviously, be aware of copyright issues and of course don’t copy 

anything company-specific, personal to an author or posts word-for-word, but that’s 

pretty much common sense, really!)  

 

Some top keywords are #onlinetranscription #uktranscription.  

 

Use of images in posts is much more common nowadays on Twitter and can also help 

you get more information into a post as it is a naturally clever way of expanding on the 

character limit.  Therefore, think about using www.canva.com to make some clever 

images with text that you can use in addition to your post description on Twitter to 

really maximise your messages.  Images are also naturally more eye-catching to 

audiences and so can attract more views so really get clever with your designs!   

 

LinkedIn  

Any time you make a new contact or potential new customer, invite them to join your 

LinkedIn page.   

 

There are lots of great articles on maximising LinkedIn for business users.  My main tips 

are:  

 

 Create a “company page” for your business (via the “Work” menu on the right-

hand side of page), scroll down to “create company page” and follow the easy 

step-by-step process to add your logo, banner design (more on image design 

later…) and contact details, company bio, etc.   

 

 Any blog article you post to your website, blog or Facebook also add to your 

“Articles” on LinkedIn.  This will be seen in the feed by potential customers – 

remember to set to “public” so all can view.   

 

 

http://www.canva.com/
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4. Google Places  

 

Get your business on Google Places so that local businesses and individuals can find 

you!  Easy to set up, no excuse not to have it.  Another way to be seen.  

 

5. Press release  

 

You can get plenty of great templates and ones that will appeal to you online so I won’t 

suggest any here – they are very easy to come by (also readily available in newer 

versions of MS Word).  Don’t forget to add an image, eye-catching title and all your 

information about how you got started out and what services you will offer – any local 

interest stories as well all add value to the piece and will attract the attention of your 

local newspaper editors.  Send this off to them in plenty time, i.e. plenty time before 

any official “launches” and include contact details and do not be afraid to follow these 

up if you haven’t heard anything.  Getting into your local press at the early stages can 

be just what you need and could snag you your first client!   

 

6. Ads in local/national magazines and journals   

 

You may know of some local mags in your area or nationally that would be a good fit 

and want to get featured in these.  Remember press releases are free, but magazine 

advertising is not!  This is where they make their income from and so they can be pricey; 

be prepared to pay a lot for this.  I wouldn’t recommend this if you are on a strict 

budget, but if you were prepared to pay it can be good exposure in your local area.  

You might want to consider opportunities generally in your local area first: are there 

plenty of places I can display flyers; are there business events I can attend; local 

networking events I can attend?  If the answer to these questions is mostly “yes” then 

I would think about trying these options out first before investing in publications 

marketing.   

 

7. Networking / local business groups  

 

Your local Council should have a business group that can offer lots of free advice and 

possibly even workshops and arranged networking events that you can attend – also 

for free.   A word of caution on these, however.  Some “classes” or “workshops” can 

seem like you may go along and learn how to do the actual thing advertised, when in 

fact they are just designed to sell services.  Just be aware of this: forewarned is 

forearmed!  If it’s not right for you, don’t be afraid to pick up and leave respectfully 

during the break or whenever you feel necessary.  Your time is important, and you 

need to channel your energies into what’s good for you and your business.  There are, 

however, many evening events and classes set up by genuine and generous individuals, 

but please go along with an open mind and protect your expectations so as not to be 

disappointed.  Classes or workshops can also be a great place to do a bit of networking 

so if it didn’t go as well as expected, maybe you might have met a few new faces or 

potential contacts at the very least!   
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Most local Councils now appear to have adopted a “digital” support service, with free 

services available to help you set up your website or with IT support queries.  Contact 

your local Council and ask about “Digital Boost” specifically, or if this term is not 

recognised any help with IT aspects of your business.  

 

There are some local networking groups organised by national organisations that 

charge a fee – I’ve seen anything from £10 to £2,000!  Again, this depends on your 

price range, but networking can be a great way to make some initial contacts – you 

never know who you are going to meet.  Some groups offer a free introductory session 

which is worth trialling to see if it is right for you; I appreciate networking isn’t for 

everyone, and it certainly isn’t the be all and end all.   

 

There have been many occasions when I have crossed paths years later with people I 

have met at networking groups.  I actually had a business card sitting in a drawer for 

someone that five years later came in very useful, and on another occasion I was able 

to make a recommendation to a client for another business service that they were 

delighted with.  That’s the great thing about networking; you can get great contacts 

but also someone one day might actually refer you on if you make a great impression.  

     

8. Reviews  

 

Speaking of impressions, it’s wise to approach clients to get reviews for your website 

as this can be an effective marketing tool which you can use across your social media 

and on your website.  Showing that you can do a job well and get praise, and maybe 

get them to mention a little bit about the type of job undertaken gives potential 

customers a chance to “lift the lid” and see inside the process and how it was for 

someone else using it.  Sharing these reviews on your website is helpful for visitors and 

you can also copy them to your social media for even more exposure.     

 

9. Flyers / postcards  

 

It can be fun designing a flyer for your new business and locating pin-boards or 

noticeboards in shops or around your local area to showcase them.  

 

Postcards that you can print your details onto are another cheap and ideal way of 

displaying your services and you can personalise these – think of your ideal customer; 

who are they, where do they live/work?  Do some internet research to get their address 

and purchase a batch of stamps and send out the postcards.  They will appreciate the 

personal touch and targeted approach and may be receptive to this – I’ve had a lot of 

positive response using this method.  A postcard is still compact but not as small as a 

business card, but not quite a flyer – perfect for popping into a desk drawer!  It just 

seems to work.     

 

Quick recap  
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That sums up the basics for now.  You can get into the nitty-gritty of Facebook ads, SEO (Search 

Engine Optimisation) and the like later on when you are really becoming established, but for 

now you need to focus on your start-up, possibly become more experienced in transcription 

and get the word out by using some of the recommendations above!  

 

It’s best not to bite off too many chunks all in one go – you can have in mind a strategy for 

the future (by all means record this in a journal or via another business planning tool), but it 

really pays off to have the basics down pat and worked out before you launch off into other 

avenues of promotion.    
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PART FIVE | GRAPHIC DESIGN 
 

Logo 
 

This is where you can get really creative! However, if you’re not confident, there are a lot of 

Virtual Assistant services out there offering graphic design services, or lots of small businesses 

on Etsy who can design business cards or logos for you. (This is my preference over using 

something large like Vistaprint – although good, don’t get me wrong – but it’s supporting 

another small business in doing so!)   

 

Making your business stand out and be eye-catching and competitive on the internet and on 

social media I feel is really important. You are probably going to want to design a logo or have 

it designed for you.  

 

Once you have your logo you can start putting it on your website, social media, business cards, 

email signature, the list goes on! 

 

Flyers 
 

Vistaprint are good if you need large order budget flyers printed up and I definitely 

recommend checking them out for this.  It’s handy as you can play around with your own 

designs and use their templates, etc., to achieve the look you want.  It’s very easy, affordable 

and user-friendly.  

 
Online Editing Tools 

 

You can also use online graphic editing tools such as Canva.com which is a paid-for tool, but 

has excellent free features – often enough for what you would need it for (so no need to 

subscribe right away), e.g. creating Facebook banners, LinkedIn banners, Instagram posts, etc.  

And they have lots of templates and graphics that you can use in your designs – the 

possibilities are endless!  It’s fun to play around with and get creative, too!  

 
Email signature 

 

Think about also designing yourself an email signature, once you have your logo, website, 

social media, etc., set up to add a professional touch to your emails and to signpost people to 

your website for further info.  You can mention when email marketing, “Check out the link 

below to my website and follow me on social media”.     

 

  

http://www.etsy.com/
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PART SIX | DEALING WITH BUSINESS 
ENQUIRIES 

 

So you’re all set up: website, social media; you’ve sent some marketing out and about in your 

local area and possibly beyond… then you start to get some enquiries – fantastic!   

 
Stick to the Script 

 

It is essential that you have some sort of ‘script’ that you stick to when you get an enquiry.  An 

email enquiry is great as you have a bit of time to draft and frame a response – although you 

will want to respond to your potential customer ASAP so as not to lose them to a competitor.  

This is when you really need to be on your A-game!   

 

Most people will just want to know:  

 

a) If you can help out with the thing they have in mind. 

b) How much it will cost. 

c) How quickly you can do it!  

 

Sounds simple, but communications between you can easily become complicated if you’re not 

ready and prepared to answer their queries and so you want to make the process as smooth 

as possible.   

 

You need to set out and know in your mind what your pricing structure is, what your 

turnaround times might be, if there are any further pieces of information you might need from 

them.  These things may vary depending on the piece of work you are being sent.  For example, 

I charge a sliding scale rate depending on the difficulty of the audio.  If the audio is particularly 

poor quality, it will take myself or my typists longer to complete and so we require to charge 

a higher rate for this type of work.  You need to be upfront and clear from the very beginning 

so asking for a sample of the audio before you start is a good idea.  That way, you can 

genuinely promise that you can give the potential customer a tailored quote to enable them 

to make their decision.  If you are being asked for PA tasks, gathering as much information as 

possible makes sense about the particular project or the main contacts, etc.   

 

Likewise, when the phone starts to ring, you need to have your pre-prepared script of 

questions to ask.  Always ask: where the person is calling from; their name; how they heard 

about your service (so you can get an idea of what marketing methods are working).  And 

then, when these preliminaries are out of the way, you can get down to the nitty-gritty of 

listening to what they need.   

 

Don’t be afraid to ask for further clarification or provide examples or suggestions if they don’t 

sound too sure.  This happens a lot – people will phone up and be a little bit unsure – virtual 

PAs/online transcription services are still a relatively novel to a lot of people, but are becoming 
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more and more popular nowadays, which is good news!  So you want to make sure you explain 

your service as clearly as possible – timescales, work you can do, methods you will use (without 

giving too many trade secrets away, of course!) and see if that works for them.  Offer an initial 

free trial of transcription if this will convince them if they still don’t sound sure.  If you can get 

past this initial stage and get the ball rolling it puts you in much better stead of retaining a 

potential new client!   

 
Get a Review 

 

Don’t forget to ask them for a review when the job is done!  Repeat business is great and 

word-of-mouth referrals are worth their weight in gold.  Sometimes you will naturally get these 

from clients who are impressed; after they start using your service and seeing how well it works 

they will likely start mentioning it to colleagues or their business contacts and word will pass 

round.  If things start to slow down, inject some life back into your business by asking existing 

or previous ad hoc clients for a referral – there is no harm in straight-out asking for this.  

Seriously!  Just make sure you word any conversation or email carefully.  Again, you can find 

lots of suggestions for a template you can use online.  It’s essential to keep up momentum 

and this is another great way of keeping things going – don’t forget to add any new contacts 

gained to LinkedIn!  

 
Remember GDPR 

 

New regulations were introduced in the UK in May 2018. This has implications on how you use 

data you gather and what you do with it, who has access to it, etc. For further information on 

this, check out the Information Commissioner’s website in the UK, which you can find here.  I’d 

thoroughly recommend you register as a Data Controller and then perform an audit on your 

business practices to see what type of data you capture, where it is stored and who has access 

to it.  From there, you will get a defined picture of what data you have, from where and how it 

is handled.  This will provide you with the crucial information you need to create your business 

and website terms and conditions and privacy and cookies policies, which any website you 

own must have.  You can point your clients in the direction of this information so they can 

review it and find out how their data is handled.  It will help you be more mindful and 

responsible in the way you process personal data.   

 

  

https://ico.org.uk/
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PART SEVEN | WORKING MORE EFFECTIVELY: 
TRANSCRIBE FASTER 

 

You’re off!  You’ve got some clients, you’re doing some freelance transcribing.  You’ll no doubt 

want to boost your time to get the most out of your work so you can earn more, right?!    

 

Before I begin, I like to make sure I’ve got everything set up and prepped so I can just focus 

on the typing!  Having the right setup can make such a difference to the time it takes you to 

complete a piece of work.  I’ve put together a list of tips that you might not be aware of and 

hopefully will be useful to you!    

 

The below demos and tips use Express Scribe as an example, but the same or similar settings 

can be found in other types of software, and I recommend consulting your software manual 

or online guide regarding these.  

 

1. Enhance the audio quality 

 

Most dictated files such as reports or correspondence will be of good to excellent quality.  

Interviews can vary in quality due to a variety of reasons and therefore may need some 

adjustments so you can hear them comfortably.  Most software will have settings that you can 

use to adjust the audio quality or boost the volume.  There may also be a decibel meter that 

you can adjust, so you can see what works best for you.  Consult your manual or guide that 

comes with your software for further detail.     

 

2. Use a good quality headset 

 

Even if you think you have a good set of headphones already, I’d thoroughly advise you to 

read the article on pages 5-11 above, as it can make a massive difference to what you hear 

and how much time you spend on a recording if you have the right kit.  It might be time to 

make your life easier and treat yourself!    

 

3. Adjust the speed of the recording  

 

Speeding Up: If the audio is clear, of excellent quality and a normal rhythm and rate, you can 

try speeding it up to reduce the time spent.  I find that I can speed up a recording to around 

110-130% without affecting the recording quality.  Please note however, on occasion, 

depending on the recording quality, this can have an impact on the clarity.  But even if this is 

the case, you should still be able to speed up the recording a little, cutting down the time you 

spend on the audio.  Play around with the settings to see what suits you best.  

 

Slowing Down: Alternately, albeit much less common, you may need to slow down the audio 

for faster speakers to reduce time spent reviewing the audio (i.e. constant rewinding).   

 

You can find the settings for adjusting the audio speed here on Express Scribe:  
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Just move the grey slider with your mouse up or down to adjust the speed – the counter will 

display the percentage speed.   

 

4. Adjust the back-step settings  

 

The back-step is the amount of time by which the recording is rewound from when you take 

your foot off of the Play foot-pedal and then place your foot back on the Play foot-pedal 

again to resume.  Express Scribe’s default settings don’t have this set up for a very long interval 

and so it might make it more comfortable for you to set up the back-step so you don’t have 

to keep hitting rewind all the time when you press Play again.   

 

Maybe you’re comfortable doing it this way and so don’t let me talk you out of it if it’s 

comfortable for you and what you’re used to!  However, if this is something that’s bugging 

you and you wish there was a solution, you can change it!  See below:  

 

In Express Scribe, select: Options > Playback and then navigate to the below and adjust to 

the following or desired setting.  

  

 
 

I know there are some hardcore transcribers out there that don’t use a foot-pedal – kudos to 

you!  So I’ve no tips in this regard, sorry; I’ve always used a foot-pedal!  

 

5. Insert timestamps quickly  

 

Most reasonable transcription companies or clients won’t expect everyone to be able to 

understand everything that is being said – it’s totally normal to mishear occasionally, especially 

where strong accents are involved, or to simply not be able to make out what is being said at 

all on poorer audio recordings.  But what is expected of you, if you absolutely cannot make 

out what is being said, is to insert a timestamp so this can be reviewed during the QC process.  

Clients and agencies only want the highest possible quality transcripts and a couple of sets of 

ears can be better than one. A client or transcription company want to be able to quickly 

reference and double check any words that were unclear, and the ability to be able to easily 

navigate a transcript easily during QC is really important!    

 

You can automatically insert a timestamp with ease by selecting the below settings in Express 

Scribe.    

 

First, make sure that your display is in the correct format. Go to Options > Display and look 

at ‘Time Format’. There is a drop-down menu there. Select h:mm:ss (or the format that your 

client or company prefers). 
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To insert the timestamps into a Word document, select Options, then select Hot Keys. Click 

Add at the bottom of the box to create a System-wide Hot Key. A Window pops up asking 

you to press a key – choose F1*. Then a Select Command box pops up. Scroll down to Copy 

Time and select this. 

 

*If you’ve already assigned F1 as a Hot Key for something else, choose the next available ‘F’ key 

or another appropriate handy key that you’ll use for inserting your timestamps.  

 

Now, as you play the audio file in Express Scribe, all you have to do is press your Hot Key (e.g. 

F1) once at the point where you hear the word(s) you want to timestamp, and then CTRL + V 

to paste it into Word. 

 

You can find out how to insert timestamps online or in your software manual for other brands.   

 

6. Auto correct  

 

You can save auto correct selections for frequently used words.  Here’s how: Office Button > 

Word Options > Proofing > Auto Correct Options > Auto Correct and then in the boxes 

key in the text you want to type as a shortcut in the ‘replace’ box and then in the ‘with’ box 

that would be the full word.  Below are some suggestions.  

 

Replace with 

inaud   (inaudible)   

os   (overspeaking) 

exp  experience 

hv  however  

md  medical  

 

… and so on!  Create your own as you go along!   

 

It’s important to check very carefully that your chosen auto corrects fit exactly with what has 

been dictated in the final document.  So remember to double-check your work as you type.   

 

7. Auto correct for inserting speaker tags (speaker names) 

 

As above per the auto correct settings in Word, you can also add quick shortcuts for inserting 

the speaker names into a transcript, e.g.:  
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8. Check spelling and grammar as you type  

 

I can’t recommend this MS Word function enough!  I know some people might prefer to review 

everything at the end with a spell checker, but I feel I work better if I check my typing as I'm 

going along, rather than reviewing at the end.  It’s sensible, of course, to also do a final ‘sweep’ 

of the document to review and to check for any spelling or grammar errors that slipped 

through the net.  Word has a terrific set of functions that makes it so easy to do this!  

 

You may have noticed on your version of MS Word:  

 

 A red wavy line appearing under certain words (for mis-spelling) – all versions 

of MS Word on Windows;  

 A blue wavy line appearing under certain words (1. for a contextual spelling 

errors, e.g. incorrect use of to/two/too; their/they’re/there; its/it’s; and 2. 

Grammatical errors or inconsistencies) – MS Word 2010 to present versions on 

Windows; or 

 A green wavy line appearing (exactly as per above, but in older versions of MS 

Word, from 2007 versions and older, on both Windows and Mac). 

 

I strongly recommend usage of these tools whether you check as you type or do a final check 

as it can help you greatly with any corrections required as you go along and is a great time-

saver.  Check online for instructions on how to set this up for your particular version of the 

software.  Basically, you are looking for: File > Options > Proofing > When correcting 

spelling and grammar in Word – and from there ensure the appropriate boxes are checked 

to ensure that the settings are switched on (see below). 

 

 
 

You’ll then be able to easily see the wavy lines in the document whenever there’s errors and 

save yourself loads of time!   

 

I should add, it’s important to type exactly what is dictated on the recording by the author or 

interviewer or participants, but you do have free reign over the punctuation on all types of 

work – it’s up to us as transcribers to punctuate work correctly.  With interviews, you can decide 

where you want to add a new sentence and paragraph.     

 

9. Choose a quiet space 

 

Seems obvious, but you might be working away in a space and never considered what’s going 

on around you as you’ve just gotten so used to it.  Have a think about the potentially moving 

to a calmer, quieter space somewhere in your premises.  I would stress that security and 
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confidentiality are important factors to consider, so placing your PC or laptop monitor away 

from any windows or where others can see any confidential data is paramount when 

considering where to locate your workstation. 

 

Take some time to have a proper declutter if papers and things are getting too built up around 

you that you can’t even see your desk anymore!  There’s nothing like a harmonious space for 

you to work from that you can make your own.  Get yourself some nice décor for your desk, 

or a plant, so you can enjoy your space and not dread going to work at it!    

 

10. Workstation setup  

 

Office chair  

 

When I first started out, I didn’t have a proper hydraulic office swivel chair and sat on a hard 

wooden kitchen table chair in my office.  Needless to say, I had to get up every 10 minutes 

and walk around.  It was not comfortable for this type of work and I needed to get a new chair 

fast!  The chair I ended up buying next was too tall and bulky, with great big arms on it, and I 

replaced it with a chair from Ikea (which I wouldn’t recommend you do).  I suggest you go to 

a proper office supplies store, such as Staples or Office Outlet.   

 

Something simple like this chair is perfectly fine, for me anyway, after my various tried and 

tested designs, and you can pick up a similar item quite cheaply for under £50:  

 

 
 

I’m not suggesting that once you get comfortable – you’ve got your good headset on, you’ve 

got your comfortable chair, you’re all set up – you sit glued to the screen for the next seven 

hours!  This is unachievable for most people; furthermore, it’s not advisable!  It’s important 

that you are working as effectively as you can, so you can ensure to take proper breaks away 

from your machine without worrying about catching up.  Taking care of your eyes and also 

taking care of your neck, shoulders and posture by getting up every half-an-hour to move 

around and stretch for a few minutes and get away from the display screen is really important.    
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Additional tips  

 

 Situate your monitor away from light sources reflecting on the screen to reduce 

glare as this can cause headaches and eye strain.   

 

 Look at adjusting the brightness and contrast on your computer monitor 

settings to make the perfect comfortable combination for you to work with.   

 

 If you are having to over-extend and reach to your keyboard or desktop, think 

about removing the arm rests on your chair if possible, so you are more able to 

reach the desk.      

 

 If your desk is tall and you find your legs are angled incorrectly trying to 

overextend and reach your foot pedal, consider buying a footrest.  You can pick 

these up from Amazon.  I’d recommend a static one (non-movable) with 

carpeting, or non-slip plastic mat, so that the foot pedal doesn’t slip or move 

around when in use.  

 

Conclusions  

 

It’s important that you’re comfortable while transcribing!  The above tips are from tried and 

tested methods and are suggested simply to potentially improve the quality of your experience 

when working.  So I hope these tips are helpful to you, even in some small way.   

 

If you can offer any other time-saving suggestions not mentioned above that you’d like to 

share with us to be included in this guide, please get in touch and I’ll add them in!  
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PART EIGHT | WHY PEOPLE FAIL AT 
TRANSCRIPTION 

 
Tough Love 

 

I’ve recruited hundreds of applicants and I’ve seen it all! I, like most transcription business 

owners, recognise that attitude is just as important as skill.  We’re not looking for perfection.  

We understand that the English language has no real ‘rules’, and that there’s an element of 

flexibility, but we are looking for people who can follow instructions, exercise good judgement 

and produce the best possible piece of work to the instructions provided for the client.  After 

all, that’s what it’s all about.  We’re here to help support the clients and produce the best and 

most accurate work for them the best way we know how.     

 

As a transcription business owner, I look to present the best possible quality work to my clients.  

I regularly recruit, screen and test applicants and I know exactly what I’m looking for.  Each 

company is different – depending on their size or requirements – and, as such, they’ll be 

looking for different things.   

 

However, there are a few things that most companies will not tolerate.  Remember, this is the 

freelance world: you, and only you, are expected to take care of your own responsibilities and 

the quality of work you return.  Being sloppy, careless or showing an unwillingness to learn 

will very soon result in your swift removal from a company’s memory.  Showing initiative, being 

proactive and a good attitude are attributes that are very important in transcription work and 

valuable to transcription companies.     

 

There are many reasons why people fail at transcription and I’ll outline them below.  But be 

prepared, this section is all about tough love – there’s no sugar-coating here! 

 
What Not To Do 

 

 Inability to take direction or constrictive criticism / feedback  

I’ve touched upon this a bit already in this guide.  You won’t always be offered feedback 

to keep you moving in the right direction; a lot of companies simply don’t have the 

time to hand-hold.  You are very much expected to be a self-starter as a freelancer.  It’s 

not like an employee-employer relationship.  This is so important and it’s why I’ve 

included it at the very top of this list.  It’s absolutely crucial you come to terms with this 

fact before you go even a single step further in your career.   

 

There is so much variation across the industry – some companies have no time for 

mistakes, some will actively train you, some give no feedback and are happy for you to 

turn in substandard work because they can edit it later.  The latter does you no favours 

because you never learn how to correct your own mistakes – they are being edited 

behind the scenes unbeknownst to you.   
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You must actively engage and take an interest in what is going on and how things are 

done, and do them exactly the way they are expected of you.  Otherwise, you simply 

won’t be asked again in future and the opportunity will be lost.  It’s also a very 

competitive industry.  Those with no interest in taking the initiative and no willingness 

to learn how to produce good work or learn what is required will soon be replaced.  

 

Tough advice, but it’s absolutely essential that you understand the importance of this 

aspect of freelancing.  In freelancing there are no free rides!  It’s up to you and nobody 

else to teach yourself everything you need to know.  Of course, you can glean as you 

go, but you must demonstrate the willingness to learn or do better next time if you’re 

given the opportunity.    

 

 Unwillingness to research or adapt   

There’s such a lot to learn in the field of transcription work – it’s impossible to know 

everything and as transcribers we are learning every day.  If you’re not willing to learn 

or research this can reflect poorly on your character.  It’s important that the subject 

matter is represented accurately and this requires careful listening to what is being said 

and the context.  You can use your preferred search engine to find out information on 

all sorts of topics and find spellings on words in that area of research.  There’s no excuse 

for incoherent sentences that bear no resemblance to what is being discussed – same 

goes for mis-spelling of place names, company names, phrases, etc.  There really is no 

excuse when Google can return most basic searches in less than second.  

 

 Mishearing audio 

Again, I’ve touched on this above.  It’s crucial that you are using the correct headset 

for you – you can find a wealth of information about choosing the right headset in Part 

1 of this guide.  You must find out the condition of your hearing before you start.  It’s 

never too late to get this done if you’ve already been transcribing.  Take the time to 

make an appointment with an audiologist.  Specsavers on the UK High Street give free 

audiology appointments – so there’s no excuse!  Ask the audiologist where your 

hearing lies on the spectrum for picking out speech and they will be able to give you 

detailed advice on this.  You can also ask them if they can recommend further reading 

or websites to help you understand this.  The section above on headsets will provide 

some further advice on helping you choose which headset is best for you.   

 

Never wear ear buds or in-ear headphones for transcribing – protect your aural health.  

 

If you are constantly mishearing the audio, it may simply be that the quality is 

exceptionally poor or the accents are very strong and hard to understand.  If this is the 

case, ask the company if there is something that can be done to improve the quality of 

the audio to enable you to hear it better.  Background noise and poor quality audio 

can often be improved to make it easier to hear.  You also have some pretty 

sophisticated software elements at your fingertips that you can use to edit the audio 

quality – try these methods that you have at your disposal first before approaching a 

client or company.  But it’s perfectly acceptable to contact a company or client to let 

them know that the audio quality is difficult.  You should expect to be paid slightly 
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more for audio where the quality is exceptionally poor.  It’s important to ask your client 

for sample of the audio beforehand so you don’t end up transcribing something for 

hours and hours on a low rate.   
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PART NINE | THE ‘LUCKY SEVEN’ POWER LIST! 
 

This seven-part turbocharged list will give you a boost and a huge leg-up into the transcription 

world like no other!  

 

You can use this list to assist in avoiding many of the pitfalls that people fall into and that 

might attract consistently negative/frequent feedback.  

 

To work successfully as a transcriber, you’re going to have to:  

 

 know a fair bit about grammar, spelling and usage;  

 be able to be a little bit technical with the use of your software;  

 know the difference between transcript styles and adapt to them.   

 

Feeling overwhelmed? The good news is, all of the juicy bits that can be crucial to you 

succeeding are explained very clearly in a how-to format below!   

 

The Lucky Seven Hit List will make it easier to learn and also very easy to reference, if you’re 

not sure or need to come back to refer to it.   

 

There may be a specific preference or separate instruction by some companies or transcription 

agencies within their style guide or instructional documents that differ from the below, but my 

Hit List will give you a professional and polished edge in the absence of any instructions.   

 
1. The English Language 

 
Most transcription companies will have a set of rules, or a ‘Manual’, ‘Transcription Manual’ or 

‘House Style’ document.  There may also be additional instructions from the client.  You may 

have several documents to refer to as instructions for the piece of work or project you are 

working on. You’re likely to be a person who has keen attention to detail, enjoys learning about 

the English language and takes their written communication seriously.  These are all excellent 

qualities for transcription work. You’ll likely appreciate the guidance that these documents can 

provide for you – it makes it easy to understand what is expected of you. It may differ slightly 

from what you have been used to doing or from the way you might do it, but these documents 

are very important to follow as it is the way the transcription company or client wish it to be 

produced. Remember: it’s all about what the client wants. However, for everything else, you 

can use your skills, initiative and knowledge – and you should be! Show your clients and the 

agencies you work for what you can do!    

 

The thing about rules is it’s tempting to think it’s an easier and more convenient way to 

operate, by having something concrete to follow.  The English language does indeed have 

some rules, but with every rule there is an exception, or several exceptions in some cases.  

Therefore, it’s inaccurate to use the word ‘rules’ when researching the correct usage for 

something.  ‘Recommended usage’ would perhaps be a more accurate term.  There are many 

guides out there – some of them mentioned in the Recommended Further Reading section of 
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this book – that will help you understand better and guide you along the way to help you 

communicate more clearly.  Writing clearly is crucial in transcription.  As transcribers, we need 

to capture the important things that have been spoken and discussed.   I’d recommend reading 

further on everything and anything that you can to help you do this – read more, and often.   

 

In this guide, I aim to highlight the most important points that will help you avoid many of the 

most common errors that people make.  There are a few simple tweaks that you can make to 

your work to take it from rookie to pro level in just a few lessons.  Read on to learn how to 

become more accomplished and produce even more polished transcripts.   

 
2. Spelling, Grammar, Usage and Punctuation 

 

Spelling! This one is top of the list and VERY EASY to rectify.  If I had £1 for every time I’ve 

had to pull people up on this one over the years I’d be rich!  It’s a very basic principle: even if 

you think you’re 100% sure, I’d urge you to double-check every spelling via a reputable source 

on the internet.  This means place names, business names, people’s names, medication names, 

names of medical conditions – the list goes on and on.  But it’s very clear: double-check 

spellings.  Nothing is more irritating to a transcription company or client than finding the 

transcriber didn’t even take the time to bother referencing any spellings.  Utterly unacceptable 

in this line of work! Particularly when Google can return most search results in under a second. 

 

Everyone could do with a refresher or a learning something totally new – there’s so much to 

learn and no one is perfect or an expert (despite what they might like to think!) There’s always 

something new and interesting to learn or an exception to the ‘rules’ to be aware of.  

 

I’d highly recommend a great reference book, widely available, called Complete English 

Grammar Rules: Examples, Exceptions, Exercises, and Everything You Need to Master Proper 

Grammar: Volume 1 (The Farlex Grammar Book) ISBN: 9781535399203.   

 

I’d recommend looking through this or on a reputable online resource for things like:  

 

 The Oxford comma 

 Comma splice  

 Compound sentences  

 Restrictive clauses  

 Non-restrictive clauses  

 

Once you understand these rules and concepts, you’ll produce much better transcripts.  

 
3. Introduced Speech Quoting / Whole Sentence Quoting 

 

The below can vary if the company requests something different in their manual or separate 

instructions, but as standard the below is the accepted usage for UK English.  
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Golden Rules!  

 Speech in a sentence can either be: 

  

1) Introduced into the sentence; or  

2) Part of the whole sentence.  

 

 All punctuation (full stops, commas, question and exclamation marks, etc.) go inside 

the final quotation mark if they relate to the introduced quoted words, but outside if 

they relate to the whole sentence. 

 When introducing speech, a comma should always go before the opening quotation 

marks (see below examples)  

 There is no need for a comma to introduce a quoted piece if it relates to the whole 

sentence.  

 

Example 1 – INTRODUCED SPEECH EXAMPLE  

 

Below is a perfect example of where speech is introduced into a sentence – the person is 

introducing what another person has said and it doesn’t naturally run on:  

 

Ms Smith noted an emotionally supportive relationship with her partner, commenting, “We 

have up and downs, but that’s due to me.”   

 

Example 2 – INTRODUCED SPEECH PUNCTUATION  

 

Remember the golden rule above: when introducing speech, a comma should always go 

before the opening quotation marks, as highlighted in yellow below.  

 

Ms Smith noted an emotionally supportive relationship with her partner, commenting, “We 

have up and downs, but that’s due to me.”   

 

Example 3 – INTRODUCED SPEECH: PUNCTUATION  

 

Remember the golden rule above: punctuation relating to the quoted words, in particular 

ending the sentence (i.e. with a full stop) should always go inside the closing quotations, 

as highlighted in yellow below: 

 

CORRECT: Louis tried to tell her, “I think I'm drunk.” (Inside = correct)  

 

INCORRECT: Louis tried to tell her, “I think I'm drunk”. (Outside = incorrect) 

 

Example 4 – DEFINING INTRODUCED SPEECH FURTHER 

 

If unsure of whether or not a sentence is introduced or whole, see the below examples for 

further clarification:  
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Ms Smith noted that she went to show a picture of her dog to the lady, commenting, “That’s 

when it happened.”  

 

On 2 November 2016, Mrs Jones consulted with her GP who noted, “She has extensive bruising 

to lower left leg, calf swollen, no areas of pressure.”  

 

Introduced speech sentences tend to be prefaced with words like:  

 

 commented  

 explained  

 noted  

 said that  

 stating/stated   

 Dr/Professor [x]’s conclusion was / was that  

 

Example 4 – THE WHOLE SENTENCE EXAMPLE  

 

Below is a perfect example where quoted speech is involved as part of the whole sentence:   

 

Ms Smith noted that this has helped to “balance me out”, explaining that she saw a Psychiatrist 

every two weeks and also saw a Community Psychiatric Nurse until November 2016. 

 

Example 5 – THE WHOLE SENTENCE: PUNCTUATION   

 

Remember the golden rule above: the punctuation should go outside the quotation marks if it 

relates to the whole sentence.  

 

CORRECT: Brian remarked that Jessica was a “gossip”. (Outside = correct)  

 

INCORRECT: Brian remarked that Jessica was a “gossip.” (Inside = incorrect)  

 

Example 6 – THE WHOLE SENTENCE: PUNCTUATION 

 

Remember the golden rule above: there is no need for a comma to introduce the speech if it is 

part of the whole sentence: 

 

INCORRECT:  Brian tells me that it was, “difficult” for him…   

 

INCORRECT:  Brian tells me that it was, "Difficult" for him...   

 

CORRECT: Brian tells me that it was “difficult” for him...  

 

Perfect examples  

Below are two perfect examples of introduced and whole sentence:  

 

CORRECT: Mr Thomson stated in his report, “I saw Ms Smith on 29 March.” (Introduced) 
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CORRECT: Brian tells me that it was “difficult” for him to carry out activities of daily living for 

four weeks after the accident. (Whole sentence) 

 

4. Check Spelling as You Type – MS Word 

 

You may (or may not!) have noticed on your version of MS Word a red wavy line appearing 

under certain words (for mis-spelling) or green wavy line appear (for grammatical errors or 

inconsistencies) – very helpful!  I strongly recommend usage of this tool as it can help you 

greatly as you go along and is a great time-saver.   

 

Please ensure to check online for instructions on how to set this up for your particular version 

of the software.  In general, you are looking for File > Options > Proofing > When correcting 

spelling and grammar in Word – and from there ensure the appropriate boxes are checked 

to ensure that the settings are switched on (as per below). 

 

 
IMPORTANT: It’s really important that you ensure you are using the correct dictionary (i.e. for 

UK English)!  To do this, select Review > Language > Set proofing language, and ensure 

‘English (United Kingdom)’ is selected (per below settings – note the check box is not ticked 

for ‘Do not check spelling or grammar’) and ensure to select ‘Set as default’.  
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5. Time Coding / Time Stamps 

 

Inserting a timestamp in Express Scribe  

 

First, make sure that your display is in the correct format (the one requested by your 

transcription company). Go to Options > Display and look at ‘Time Format’. There is a drop-

down menu there. Select h:mm:ss.   

 

To insert timestamps into a Word document, select Options (from inside Express Scribe), then 

select Hot Keys. Click Add at the bottom of the box to create a System-wide Hot Key. A Window 

pops up asking you to press a key – choose F1. Then a Select Command box pops up. Scroll 

down to Copy Time and select this.   

 

Now, as you play the audio file in Express Scribe, all you have to do is press your Hot Key (F1) 

at the point where you hear the word you want to timestamp, and then CTRL V to paste it in 

Word.   

 

Other software  

 

I include Express Scribe above as it’s the most popular software in use for transcribers. There 

is other software available, and information on inserting time coding / time stamps within this 

software can easily be found online, or by contacting the helpdesk or support for further 

instructions. Please also feel free to contact me via email or Facebook if you’d like me to 

research further instructions for your particular piece of software.   

 
6. Self-Editing 

 

It is perfectly acceptable – indeed, an important requirement to ensure career success – for 

you to take full control of and edit the transcripts.  The only exception to this is when you are 

typing full verbatim transcripts that require EVERYTHING that has been said to be typed 

exactly as is on the recording – often to include background noises, stage direction, emotions, 

pauses, ums, ers, repeated words, half words, etc.   

 

It’s important to note the distinction here between ‘transcription’ and ‘audio typing’.  You can 

find further information on the separation between the two in my article here.  Audio typing 

would involve typing single speaker dictation, for example, a report or piece of 

correspondence, which would not typically require to be edited by you.  The author will 

usually dictate their own paragraphs and sentence length requirements.  However, dictating 

accurately is an art and often the punctuation dictated will be incorrect and you will be 

responsible for including the correct punctuation yourself.   

 

When typing an interview or multi-speaker recording that requires to go into a formal 

transcription template, you’ll be required to edit accordingly in terms of sentence length, 

deciding on paragraphs and correct use of punctuation.  This can be tricky to get used to at 

https://outsource-typing.com/secretary-audio-typist-transcriber-whats-the-difference/
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first if you’ve never been asked to do this before, but not impossible – and enjoyable if you 

want to learn and expand your skillset.   

 

Common Errors  

 

Sentence too long – think back to school when your teacher tried to get you to avoid 

sentences that sound like this:  

 

I went to the park and played with my friend and then we went inside later on and had ice cream 

and then it was time for my dinner so I had to go home.   

 

You’d get the red pen and a ‘needs improvement’ comment in the margin!  

 

EDITED: I went to the park and played with my friend. We went inside later on and had ice cream. 

Then it was time for my dinner, so I had to go home.   

 

Editing a transcript sometimes requires words to be removed.  You will note the removal of 

the word ‘and’ from the beginning of the second sentence.  It doesn’t add anything, so it can 

safely be removed.  (More about removing unnecessary words below.)  

 

Paragraphs Too Long   

 

Another thing that is expected of you but not always made clear or mentioned within the 

instructional manual is paragraph splitting.  You must not allow yourself to type overly long 

paragraphs – this is irritating to sort out for the editor or client later on!  Stick to paragraphs 

that are 8-12 lines long, or thereabouts, depending on the layout of the page.   

 

Words You Can Remove From Transcripts  

 

With the exception of strict verbatim transcripts that call for everything that has been said to 

be included, you can remove certain words from transcripts that do not add anything to the 

meaning of the speech.  These are typically words such as ‘and’, ‘so’, ‘actually’, ‘obviously’, ‘sort 

of’, ‘kind of’, etc., if it is part of someone’s speech habit and it doesn’t add anything to the 

meaning of the sentence.   

 

If it does add something meaningful to the sentence, despite what your teacher may have told 

you, it is acceptable to start a sentence with ‘And’ or ‘But’! 

 
7. Transcript Types  

 

There tend to be two or three different types of interview transcript:  

 

1. Full verbatim  

2. Intelligent verbatim    

3.  Heavily edited / smart style / summary  
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Don’t go strictly by the names given above, as every transcription company seems to have 

their own name for each different type, which can be a little confusing!  However, the 

principles are the same and so the names might differ, but what’s expected will largely be 

very similar.  Full instructions should always be provided to you on what type of transcript is 

required – if not ask for further clarification.   

 

There are a few additional, much more specialised transcript types but they are very 

advanced, for example:  

 

 Captioning or subtitling transcription (for TV, YouTube, etc.)  

 Discourse analysis transcription using the Jefferson System  

 Court reporting  

 

Captioning will usually require use of a heavily edited transcript to make it easy for the 

reader on screen to make sense of what is being said.   

 

Discourse analysis captures not only what was said but exactly how it was said by using a 

series of symbols and tags.  It is very advanced and complex and demands a very high rate of 

pay.  I’ve never tried this type of work, but there’s a great deal of information online about 

the Jefferson System and discourse analysis if you’re interested in finding out more.   

 

Court reporting transcription is a very skilled job and incorporates a lot of the skills from 

transcription, but I don’t profess to be an expert in this field and so I’d highly recommend 

looking into a course or asking online for advice about getting into this line of work. There 

are several really helpful groups on Facebook dedicated to this type of work.   

 

Transcripts may also require to be anonymised and this can take extra attention to detail as 

any kind of distinguishing or identifying pieces within the transcript may require to be edited 

out – the transcription company will advise on this and again, if they don’t, don’t be afraid to 

ask for further clarification on what’s required.   

 

Transcripts can also require all of the speakers to be named and extra care needs to be taken 

to identify each speaker within the transcript.  Notes can be taken on speech patterns, habits, 

tone of voice, age, accent, etc., to help you do this.   

 

In this section, we’ll be sticking to the top 3 on the list, as they’ll be the most widely used and 

fundamental ones it’ll be important for you to know about.   

 

The concepts of all three are the same, but the styles may differ slightly from company to 

company. Plus, this is not an exact or exhaustive list of all of the things you might encounter 

on a job involving, e.g. full verbatim – as I’ve said several times throughout this guide 

already, requirements can differ from company to company. I want the below examples to 

simply give you a demonstration and taster of a) what a formal transcript looks like b) some 

of the things that are included and not included within a transcript and c) to familiarise you 

with some terms you might encounter.   
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1. Full verbatim  

 

Full verbatim is everything that is being said on the recording, to include background noises, 

stage directions, emotions, ums, ers, technical difficulties with the recording, false starts, 

repeated words, etc., etc. – everything!  It’s mostly used in legal contexts or with witness 

interviews, such as police or disciplinary hearings, etc.   

 

Here is an example of a full verbatim transcript, where the speakers are not named 

individually (UFS = Unidentified Female Speaker, UMS = Unidentified Male Speaker). 

Carefully note the comma placement between words such as kinda, sorta, like, etc.:-  

 

INTERVIEWER:  All right, well, listen, we’re not gonna to be talking about, like, The X-

Files, or Friends, or anything like that for the next hour and a bit, are 

we?  [Person enters room]  

 

UFS1:   Hello everyone.  

 

INTERVIEWER:  Thanks, take a seat.  We’ve literally only just started.  

 

So, unfortunately, it’s not gonna be TV programmes we’re gonna be 

dealing with, but I’ll try and make this fun.  

 

[Laughing]   

 

Um, just by way of warm-up into what I want to get to, I just want you 

to um, sorta, think a minute of the… the ways and the devices of, 

kinda, retaining contact with people, keeping in touch, connecting 

with people – friends, family, so on and so forth.  Not so much for your 

business lives, but for your, um, kinda, personal lives.  What do you 

do?  How do you do it?  Just tell me.  [Coughing]  Excuse me.   

 

UMS1:    The telephone.  

 

INTERVIEWER:  Uh-huh, so the phone.  

 

UFS2:    Email.  

 

UFS3:    Mail.  

 

INTERVIEWER:  Hmm, so email and then mail.  Okay.  [Short pause]  Email.  Mail.  

What else?  

 

UMS2:    [Inaudible 0:01:15] Messenger.  

 

INTERVIEWER:  Sorry?  
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UMS2:    Instant Messenger.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  Okay.   

 

UFS4:  I moved from New York out here and so my cell phone plan, I get 

unlimited evening and weekend minutes, so I'm not gonna sit at home 

with my long distance and pay for it when I pay, like, 30 bucks a 

month and I can talk for seven hours, eight hours, all weekend or all 

night long.  

 

UMS3: There’s a better chance of actually getting the person if you’re calling 

from home.  [Long pause]  I hate leaving messages.  [Laughing]     

 

[Overspeaking] 

 

UFS5: I personally prefer a landline.  I hate email and cell.  Having a landline 

suits me.  

 

[END OF TRANSCRIPT]  

 

A bit about ‘tags’  

 

The tag [overspeaking] is used when everyone is talking over one another and no words can 

be made out.   

 

[Inaudible] tags are inserted when the word said by the person cannot be made out.  A 

timestamp is included for ease of reference – either for the proofreading/QC team or for the 

client to review if need be.   

 

‘Overspeaking’ may appear as ‘cross-talk’ for another company.  Likewise, [inaudible] may be 

[incoherent] or [unclear].  They may appear in round brackets (unclear) or square brackets 

[cross-talk] depending on the company/client preference.  You will be able to easily find this 

within the company style guide (manual).   

 

2. Intelligent verbatim  

 

In terms of this style, repeated words, pauses, unintelligible noises, ums, ahs, sort of, kind of, 

emotions, background noises, stage directions, meaningless prompts by the interviewer(s) or 

respondent(s), meaningless use of ‘so’ at the beginning of a sentence, and informal 

contractions are removed (and these are removed by the transcriber, for the avoidance of 

any doubt), but some things are left in, such as verbiage (use of like, you know, sort of, 

obviously, actually, I mean), half sentences, half words, repeated short phrases, rhetorical 

questions at the end of sentences, poor grammar/slang, formal contractions.  See below for 

a comparison with the verbatim transcript included above:  
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INTERVIEWER:  All right, well, listen, we’re not going to be talking about, like, The X-

Files, or Friends, or anything like that for the next hour and a bit, are 

we?   

 

UFS1:   Hello everyone.  

 

INTERVIEWER:  Thanks, take a seat.  We’ve literally only just started.  

 

Unfortunately, it’s not going be TV programmes we’re going to be 

dealing with, but I’ll try and make this fun.  

 

Just by way of warm-up into what I want to get to, I just want you to, 

sort of, think a minute of the… the ways and the devices of, kind of, 

retaining contact with people, keeping in touch, connecting with 

people – friends, family, so on and so forth.  Not so much for your 

business lives, but for your, kind of, personal lives.  What do you do?  

How do you do it?  Just tell me.  

 

UMS1:    The telephone.  

 

INTERVIEWER:  The phone.  

 

UFS2:    Email.  

 

UFS3:    Mail.  

 

INTERVIEWER:  Email and then mail.  Okay.  Email.  Mail.  What else?  

 

UMS2:    [Inaudible 0:01:15] Messenger.  

 

INTERVIEWER:  Sorry?  

 

UMS2:    Instant Messenger.   

 

INTERVIEWER:  Okay.   

 

UFS4:  I moved from New York out here and so my cell phone plan, I get 

unlimited evening and weekend minutes, so I'm not going to sit at 

home with my long distance and pay for it when I pay, like, 30 bucks a 

month and I can talk for seven hours, eight hours, all weekend or all 

night long.  

 

UMS3: There’s a better chance of actually getting the person if you’re calling 

from home.  I hate leaving messages.  

 

[Overspeaking] 
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UFS5: I personally prefer a landline.  I hate email and cell.  Having a landline 

suits me.  

 

[END OF TRANSCRIPT]  

 

3. Heavily edited  

 

In this transcript style, there is much more emphasis on making it easier for the reader to 

digest and it will cut out a lot of unnecessary chatter, verbiage, repeated words or phrases, 

ums, ers, meaningless ‘so’ at the start of sentences, emotions, background noises, stage 

directions, speech disfluencies, rhetorical questions, poor grammar, informal contractions, 

but will include half sentences and significant pieces of trailing off of sentences, where they 

might add something to the meaning of the discussion or statement.  It should also include 

formal contractions.   

 

This type of transcript requires a lot more initiative and good judgement on the part of the 

transcriber to decide which redundant words should be removed and what should stay in.  

Even although it will ultimately produce a shorter transcript than the other two types above, 

it still requires good listening and deductive skills as to what should stay and go.  

 

INTERVIEWER:  Unfortunately, it’s not going to be TV programmes we’re going to be 

dealing with, but I’ll try and make this fun.  

 

Just by way of warm-up into what I want to get to, I just want you to 

think a minute of the ways and the devices of retaining contact with 

people – friends, family.  Not so much for your business lives, but for 

your personal lives.  What do you do?  How do you do it?   

 

UMS1:    The telephone.  

 

UFS2:    Email.  

 

UFS3:    Mail.  

 

INTERVIEWER:  What else?  

 

UMS2:    Instant Messenger.   

 

UFS4:  I moved from New York out here and so my cell phone plan, I get 

unlimited evening and weekend minutes. I'm not going to sit at home 

with my long distance and pay for it when I pay $30 a month and I can 

talk for seven hours, eight hours, all weekend or all night long.  

 

UMS3: There’s a better chance of actually getting the person if you’re calling 

from home.  I hate leaving messages.  
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[Overspeaking] 

 

UFS5: I personally prefer a landline.  I hate email and cell.  Having a landline 

suits me.   

 

[END OF TRANSCRIPT]  

 

Note how much shorter each transcript gets as it goes down the line of editing!  
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Summary 
 

After reading this e-book, you now have some helpful tips and insights, and you can either 

start immediately or keep it in reserve until you are ready.  You can also use it to refer back to 

whenever you need some guidance or advice in a certain area.   

 

You now know the basics and some more slightly advanced knowledge, including:  

 

 The type of equipment and software you will need  

 About the transcription industry  

 How to apply to work as a transcriber and what to expect  

 Financial aspects and pricing structures 

 Information about different transcript types and work types  

 Marketing basics for a start-up transcription business   

 A bit about how to design your own graphics and branding   

 About website design and development  

 What to do when your enquiries start coming in!  

 

And you can refer back to this guide at any time and use the interactive Contents Page to click 

on the section you’d like to navigate to – handy!  

 

Contacting me 
 

Don’t forget, you can contact me with any queries at therealhomebasedtypist@gmail.com.  

Wherever I can, I’d be glad to help and offer any additional advice or support.  I’d really 

appreciate a review on our website if you liked the e-book and found it helpful.     

 

Staying in touch in other ways  
 

Let’s stay in touch via Twitter and/or via the Facebook page.   

 

We can also stay in touch via The Home-Based Typist’s newsletter.  This is usually the first 

place I advertise job opportunities and other helpful tips about working in the transcription 

industry.  Sign up here. 

 

You can also simply keep in touch by email to thehomebasedtypist@gmail.com  

 

Members only Facebook Group  
 

Join our members only Facebook Group, where I provide advice, ongoing coaching and 

answer any queries you might have about your transcription journey, equipment, where to 

look for work, how to organise your applications processes – there’s also some additional 

freebies and regular reminders about our Christmastime giveaway.   

 

Wishing you the best of luck!   

 

https://www.facebook.com/thehomebasedtypist
http://eepurl.com/dtj0vL
mailto:thehomebasedtypist@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TheHomeBasedTypist
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Recommended Further Reading 
 

Improve Your Punctuation, Collins – ISBN 9780007288069 

 

Longman Guide to English Usage, Greenbaum and Whitcut – ISBN 0582095662 

 

WordPress for Business Bloggers by Paul Thewlis – ISBN 9781847195326 

 

Wordpress SEO 2017 by Dr Andy Williams – ISBN 9781544023380 

 

The Google Checklist Marketing Edition 2016 by Amen Sharma – ISBN 9781530607518 

 

Write a Perfect CV in a Weekend by Sarah Berry – ISBN 0706376129 

 

Work from Home by Judy Heminsley – ISBN 9781845283353 

 

The Chicago Manual of Style Online 

 

 

 

https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html

